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ABSTRACT: One of the central challenges in China-US relations is the risk of a security dilemma between China and the United States, as each side carries out actions for defensively-motivated reasons, failing to realize how it is perceived by the other side. Yet how susceptible to security dilemma thinking are the Chinese and American publics? Can its deleterious effects be mitigated? We explore the individual-level microfoundations of security dilemma thinking, fielding a unique dyadic cross-national survey experiment in China and the United States. We find micro-level evidence consistent with the logic of the security dilemma, and show it is especially pronounced among Chinese respondents. We also find that IR scholars have overstated the palliative effects of empathy: perspective-taking significantly affects respondents’ policy preferences, but can often lead to a desire for escalation rather than cooperation. Our findings have important implications for the study of public opinion in China-US relations, and perspective-taking in IR.
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Peacefully managing the rise of China is the most pressing foreign policy challenge of the 21st century (Mearsheimer, 2001; Christensen, 2006). Scholars and policymakers who are worried about the risks associated with China’s rise are worried about two phenomena. The first involves the hegemonic wars envisioned by power transition theory (Gilpin, 1981; Kugler and Lemke, 2000; Allison, 2017). The second involves conflicts that can occur between two security-seeking states: the notion of a security dilemma (Herz, 1950; Butterfield, 1951).

Central to the idea of a security dilemma is a dynamic in which one state carries out actions for defensively-motivated reasons, failing to appreciate how it will be perceived by the other side, leading to a spiral model of conflict that no actor actually wants (Jervis, 1978; Glaser, 1997; Booth and Wheeler, 2008; Tang, 2009; Mitzen and Schweller, 2011). Security dilemmas are a byproduct of the uncertainty generated by the anarchic structure of the international system, but they are also about failures of strategic empathy or perspective-taking — the inability of one actor to successfully put itself in the shoes of the other.

In this paper, we experimentally explore the microfoundations of perspective-taking in the security dilemma. We are interested in two questions. First of all, in an era when nationalist publics in the US and China appear set on a collision course with one another, how susceptible are the two countries to security dilemma thinking? Second, given IR scholars’ persistent interest in the palliative effects of empathy in promoting international cooperation (e.g. Jervis, 1976; White, 1986; Keller and Yang, 2009; Holmes and Yarhi-Milo, 2017), what role can strategic empathy play in dampening security dilemma dynamics? If security dilemmas are about failures of empathy, does inducing perspective-taking and encouraging citizens from different countries to step into each other’s shoes mitigate the security dilemma’s deleterious effects? And, are naturally more empathetic people less susceptible to these misperceptions in the first place?

We present the results from a unique cross-national survey experiment fielded in China and the United States in the spring of 2016, where we present participants in both countries with a scenario in the South China Sea, manipulate the behavior of the other side, and examine its effects on policy preferences. We find micro-level evidence consistent with the logic of the security dilemma: respondents in both countries are susceptible to spiral models of conflict, viewing behavior as offensively-motivated when carried out by the other side, and defensively-motivated when carried out by their own; these effects are especially pronounced among the Chinese public. We also find that perspective-taking is a double-edged sword, because its effects are conditional on the strategic
interests at stake: experimentally inducing American participants to think about the conclusions the Chinese would draw from their behavior decreases the likelihood of endorsing escalatory policies, but doing the same for Chinese participants can actually increase the likelihood of endorsing escalation, due in part to the divergent stakes for each side. Moreover, exploiting preexisting variation in our respondents’ levels of strategic empathy, we find that more strategically empathetic individuals display larger attribution asymmetries, suggesting they should be more rather than less susceptible to security dilemma thinking. In echoing other recent research questioning long-standing assumptions about the putatively liberal nature of mass public preferences (Sagan and Valentino, 2017), our findings have important implications for both theory and policy, improving our understanding of the logic of the security dilemma and the role of the mass public in either accelerating or inhibiting assertive foreign policies in Chinese-US relations, and adding a cautionary note to the voluminous body of work on the palliative effects of empathy in foreign affairs.

The discussion that follows has four parts. We begin by introducing the concept of strategic empathy, showing how in addition to the important role this cognitive type of empathy plays within strategy more generally, it plays an especially important role in psychological models of the security dilemma, a relevant challenge given growing concerns about potential security dilemmas in the South and East China Seas. We then discuss the mechanics of our cross-national experiment, before presenting our findings.

1 Strategic empathy

Strategy is about empathy — in particular, a cognitive form of empathy we define here as strategic empathy, or perspective-taking, defined as the ability or willingness to put oneself in others’ shoes. Because strategic situations are those where “the best course of action for each player depends on what other players do” (Schelling, 1960, 3, fn. 1), acting strategically requires anticipating the behavior of others. This is what sets strategies apart from plans (Freedman, 2013, xi), and game

1Shore 2014; Waldman 2014. Strategic empathy as we use it here is thus different from sympathy, which is associated with prosociality and altruism (Kertzer and Rathbun, 2015). As Head (2016, 175) notes, “empathy does not inevitably require any positive regard for the other.” This is different from how empathy is discussed in, e.g. Koehler (1984, chap. 7). For purposes of lexical variety, we use strategic empathy and perspective-taking as interchangeable with one another here, but how distinct the two are from one another varies across the psychological literature: in some work, perspective-taking is seen as a cause of empathy (Decety, 2005), while others see it as a specific subtype of empathy (Davis, 1980). We sidestep these debates for our purposes. Notably, our conception of strategic empathy and perspective-taking here is decidedly cognitive rather than affective; see Kertzer and Renshon (2014). As we note in the conclusion, future scholarship should extend our findings using affective forms of empathy instead.
theory apart from decision theory. Successfully predicting the actions and reactions of others requires strategic empathy or perspective-taking, the capacity to place oneself in the shoes of others. Indeed, Singer and Fehr (2005, 340) note that all of “the most fundamental solution concepts in game theory (Nash equilibrium, backward induction, and iterated elimination of dominated strategies)” depend on some form on this faculty.

In games of complete information, strategic empathy is trivial: every player already knows what the other players want and believe as a matter of design. In natural settings, however, political scientists and psychologists have pointed to a number of pertinent obstacles. Most fundamental is the “problem of other minds”: our inability to directly access the mental states of others (Herrmann, 1988). In international politics, the problem is exacerbated by the anarchic structure of the international system, in which states are fundamentally uncertain about the intentions of others, who have incentives to misrepresent their private information (Fearon, 1995). Yet beyond those structural factors are a host of psychological biases that suggest that many of us operate with an “empathy deficit.” Many of the “bounds” depicted by models of bounded rationality are bounds of empathy. Attribution biases, for example, are biases in person perception (Ross, 1977), ingroup disconfirmation biases mean we reject schema-inconsistent information about others (Larson, 1994), ethnocentric biases mean we differentially treat members of ingroups and outgroups (Kinder and Kam, 2010), and anchoring and adjustment biases mean that when most of us try to imagine how others feel in a given situation, we do so by imagining how we would feel in that situation, and then adjust outwards – usually insufficiently (Epley et al., 2004). Empathy is also an individual difference, a propensity that some of us are systematically better (or worse!) at than others (Davis, 1983; Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright, 2004).

It should not be surprising, then, that many unsavory outcomes in international politics are frequently chalked up to failures of empathy, particularly in the voluminous literature on misperceptions in international politics. Stein (1988, 249-250) notes that threat perceptions are hamstrung by a “lack of empathy”, in that “political leaders often display no sensitivity to their adversary’s sense of vulnerability while they dwell heavily on their own perception of threat.” White (1986, 62) blames Hitler invading Poland without realizing it would force Britain into the war on an “absence of empathy.” Robert McNamara offered a similar explanation for American missteps in the Vietnam War (Blight and Lang, 2004), as does Smith (2004) in regard to the unilateralism of the 2003 Iraq War.


If an absence of empathy leads to miscalculations and undesirable outcomes, it should not be surprising that IR scholars often propose empathy — in a variety of forms — as a solution to political problems. Deutschian theories of integration (e.g. Deutsch, Burrell and Kann, 1957) posit that under the right conditions, sustained interaction leads to mutual understanding and “we feeling”; security communities — regions where war is unthinkable as a means of settling disputes — are zones of institutionalized empathy (Adler and Barnett, 1998; Crawford, 2014, 550). A similar logic underlies intergroup contact theory (Pettigrew, 1998), one of the motivations behind foreign exchanges (Atkinson, 2010), and a variety of conflict resolution mechanisms (Batson and Ahmad, 2009). The constructivist tradition in IR more generally is heavily influenced by symbolic interactionism, in which social identities are constituted through a process of “perspective-taking”: “being able to anticipate other’s reactions to the Self, which requires an ability to see the Self through [others’] eyes.” (Wendt, 1999, 333). Finnemore and Sikkink (1998) suggest both cognitive and affective forms of empathy are common characteristics of norm entrepreneurs, while Holmes (2018) and Holmes and Yarhi-Milo (2017) argue face-to-face diplomacy is helpful because it better permits negotiators to reach mutual understanding; one of the frequently-issued arguments in favor of area studies expertise in policymaking is that a wealth of local knowledge helps decision-makers better take the other side’s perspective (White, 1986; Waldman, 2014). Measuring or manipulating empathy in a variety of ways, scholars in American political behavior have shown that more empathetic individuals are more supportive of immigration (Newman et al., 2015) and social welfare (Feldman and Steenbergen, 2001), more likely to oppose mandatory minimum sentencing (Gross, 2008), and more supportive of actions improving conditions for the Iraqi people following the 2003 Iraq War (Pagano and Huo, 2007).4

---

4Here, Wendt is careful to distinguish perspective-taking from empathy, which he defines affectively rather than cognitively, noting that “Empathy is about experiencing the Other’s feelings and welfare as if they were one’s own, about identifying with him” (Wendt, 1999, 333), which is different than our use of the construct here.

4See also prejudice reduction interventions, which often involve some form of perspective-taking activity - e.g. Paluck 2010; Simonovits, Kézdi and Kardos 2018.
1.1 Perspective-taking and the security dilemma

For our purposes, the potentially palliative effects of perspective-taking are particularly pertinent because of the predicament posed by a rising China. Policy-makers and political scientists preoccupied with parsing China’s rise (e.g. Christensen, 1999; Mearsheimer, 2001; Johnston, 2003; Medeiros and Fravel, 2003; Friedberg, 2005; Gries, 2005; Goldstein, 2005; Christensen, 2006; Ikenberry, 2008; Ross, 2009; Schweller and Pu, 2011; Chen, Pu and Johnston, 2014; Johnston, 2017) typically focus on one of two phenomena.5

The first is the specter of hegemonic war. As Gilpin (1981) argued, the international political order tends to reflect the interest of the most powerful states in the system; as the balance of power shifts due to the law of uneven growth, the newly powerful will attempt to change the system to better reflect their interests. Declining hegemons, then, have an incentive to wage preventive war in order to forestall the rising power’s rise (Levy, 1987), such that periods of power transition have historically tended to be periods of instability (Kugler and Lemke, 2000; Allison, 2017). Importantly, however, the dire predictions of power transition theory are contingent upon the rising power being a revisionist state, seeking to overturn the established order. If China is invested in the existing international political order — an arrangement that enabled it to lift nearly three quarters of a billion people out of poverty over the past several decades — then no conflict should occur.

The second is the security dilemma (Herz, 1950; Butterfield, 1951). As Booth and Wheeler (2008, 4-8) and Tang (2009) note, IR scholars use the term to refer to a wide range of phenomena, but for our purposes, it begins with the premise that because of the anarchic structure of the international system, states are fundamentally uncertain about the intentions of others (Waltz, 1979; Copeland, 2000; Mearsheimer, 2001). When one state takes actions that are intended only to bolster its own security, other states are likely to assume the worst, and erroneously interpret a defensively-motivated action as an offensively-motivated one. The result is what Jervis (1976) calls the “spiral model” of conflict, where war no one wants emerges as a result of misperceptions that neither side can shake off (Glaser, 1997; Tang, 2009; Mitzen and Schweller, 2011). Thus, whereas hegemonic war only occurs when one of the actors is a revisionist state, the security dilemma can occur even among two states supportive of the status quo. Concerns about potential security dilemmas in East Asia — whether

5The 2012 TRIP survey suggests the strategic importance of peacefully managing China’s rise is shared by both academics and policymakers alike, topping the list of foreign-policy problems facing the United States provided by both IR scholars in the United States, and national security practitioners within the US government. See https://www.wm.edu/offices/itpir/_documents/trip/ivory_tower_survey_2012.pdf.
between China and the United States, or between China and America’s allies in the region, Japan and South Korea — thus loom large in much of the East Asian security scholarship (e.g. Christensen, 1999, 2002; Li and Ikenberry, 2014). American scholars have noted that “China and the US seem to be locked in a complex security dilemma with no easy solutions in sight” (Teng, 2017) with the ambiguity of President Trump’s rhetoric about the region leading to a “growing security dilemma which could spiral into a regional arms race, destabilizing Asia and increasing the chance of conflict if there is not a swift shift in direction” (Ludwig, 2017). Yet Chinese scholars have recently made similar arguments, suggesting that “the South China Sea dispute has become the “security dilemma” of the two countries” (南海成为两国的“安全困境”), or looking for ways for the US and China to “step over the trap of “security dilemmas” in the South China Sea” (并进而跨越南海“安全困境” 的陷阱).6

What is interesting about both of these worst-case scenarios is that they carve out an important role for strategic empathy, or perspective-taking. Because hegemonic wars depend on the rising power harboring revisionist intentions, debates in Washington over how the United States should handle a rising China — whether we should engage China and enmesh it in international institutions (Ikenberry, 2008), reassure China by using reciprocal gestures to reduce tensions (Steinberg and O’Hanlon, 2014), contain it militarily (Mearsheimer, 2014), or some combination thereof — are partially debates about future states of the world (e.g. how much will Chinese economic growth slow? How much will Chinese nationalism rise?), but are also debates about what China wants (Johnston, 2003). At their heart, then, American grand strategy debates over the Asia-Pacific hinge on the fundamental challenge of overcoming “the problem of other minds” and accurately assessing the motivations of others (Morgenthau, 1985; Herrmann, 1988). As Butterfield (1951, 154) noted when coining what he referred to as the “irreducible dilemma”, the same attributional challenge serves as the core of the security dilemma. In his influential discussions of the security dilemma, Jervis (1978, 181) discusses environmental features that make security dilemmas more likely to occur, but also explicitly attributes the dilemma to “failures of empathy”, and notes that “empathy and skillful statesmanship can reduce this danger” (p. 212).7 An ability to put oneself in others’ shoes is also

---


7Similarly, Glaser (1997, 174) notes that the magnitude of the security dilemma is reduced if “states can rely on unit-level information about others’ motives”; signals of reassurance can provide this information, but so too does empathic accuracy, particularly if costly signals do not speak for themselves.

Some of these challenges explicitly implicate strategic empathy at the level of political elites. For example, if the theoretical literature referenced above is accurate, maintaining a robust diplomatic corps with deep area-specific knowledge should enable decision-makers to more accurately understand how the Chinese government perceives their country’s national interests, helping American political leaders make better decisions in both long-term planning and short-term crises (White, 1986). Others, though, also implicate the mass public, the population we study here. This is obviously the case in democratic countries like the United States, where the linkages between public opinion and foreign policy are more solidified than in non-democratic regimes like China (Holsti, 2004). As Kertzer (2016, 50-51) argues, public opinion shapes foreign policy in democracies through four pathways. IR scholars typically focus on the direct pathway (what Aldrich et al., 2006 call “the electoral connection”), in which voters punish incumbents for foreign policy misadventures (Fearon, 1994), but public opinion also exerts influence on foreign policy through indirect pathways. One is “latent” public opinion, in which strategic politicians take expected public reactions into account ex ante when formulating their policy choices (Saunders, 2015); this is one reason why troop contributions to foreign military interventions tend to oscillate with election cycles (Marinov, Nomikos and Robbins, 2015). Another works through domestic opposition groups, who are more likely to capsize the president’s broader legislative agenda when her foreign policy is unpopular (Gelpi and Grieco, 2015). Another works through foreign decision-makers, who know threats and promises coming out of the White House are less credible when the mass public is not behind the President (Kertzer, 2016, 51). In the specific case of US-China relations, Pew has found that negative attitudes towards China have increased by 26 percentage points in the United States since 2006,8 and President Trump made lambasting China a central part of his campaign speeches in the 2016 Presidential election.

In experimental research, Tingley (2017) finds that many members of the American public tend to think of a rising China using the same commitment problem framing that underlies models of preventive war (see also Gries, 2017). Understanding how susceptible the US public is to security dilemma thinking is a similarly worthy endeavor.

Yet understanding whether similar patterns exist in Chinese public opinion is also important. One major concern among Western pundits is that the Chinese Communist Party’s domestic legit-
imacy is tied to maintaining high levels of economic growth; as growth rates inevitably slow, the regime may instead fan the flames of nationalism in the mass public, redirecting discontent away from Beijing and towards foreign actors like the United States (Friedberg, 2005, 29-30). It is for this reason that outside observers have been so fixated on nationalist sentiment in the Chinese public (Weiss, 2014; Johnston, 2017), particularly if the Chinese government cultivates nationalist protests at home as a way to tie its hands in international negotiations abroad (Weiss, 2013, see also Gries, 2001; Wallace and Weiss, 2015). Ross (2009), for example, argues that China’s maritime buildup is attributable to “naval nationalism” in a public that associates great power status with maritime grandeur. More generally, a recent strand of research on authoritarian accountability suggests that the Chinese government is sensitive to public sentiment in a variety of ways (e.g. Chen, Pan and Xu, 2016; Distelhorst and Hou, 2017; Truex, 2016; Meng, Pan and Ping, 2017). Indeed, despite maintaining an authoritarian regime, the Chinese government spends considerable effort monitoring public opinion; Weiss and Dafoe (2016) note that the Chinese government employs two million analysts to monitor public sentiment on Chinese social media, precisely because it is aware of the outsized role that domestic unrest has historically played in response to international disputes. Better understanding the dynamics of Chinese public opinion towards the use of force (e.g. Reilly, 2011; Li, Wang and Chen, 2016; Weiss and Dafoe, 2016; Bell and Quek, 2018) is thus a politically consequential task.

1.2 The dark side of strategic empathy

Does strategic empathy have the potential to dampen distrust and mitigate security dilemma thinking between the United States and China? Much of the literature in both IR and American politics summarized above, by pointing to the positive effects of perspective-taking on building trust and reducing misperceptions, would answer in the affirmative. If the security dilemma is indeed a “failure of empathy”, redressing this surfeit should have beneficial effects. According to this conventional wisdom, which we dub the palliative effects of empathy hypothesis, more strategically empathetic individuals should be less prone to misperceptions, and more likely to take other perspectives into account. Encouraging individuals to think about the situation from the perspective of the other side should lead them to exercise more caution and prudence.

Yet there are reasons to be skeptical about seeing strategic empathy solely through liberal lenses. First, if empathy is an inherent part of strategy, it is because considering the potential reactions of
others is part of defining the strategic environment one faces. It does not, however, transform the underlying nature of that environment; it can illuminate the existence of complementary interests where they exist, but cannot transform conflicting interests into harmony (Axelrod and Keohane, 1985). In an innovative set of experiments, Caruso, Epley and Bazerman (2006) (see also Epley, Caruso and Bazerman, 2006) studied perspective-taking in the context of two classic games in the social sciences: the prisoners’ dilemma, and trust games. In the prisoners’ dilemma experiment, participants in the control condition were administered the classic prisoners’ dilemma game, where participants are shown a payoff matrix and asked whether they would like to cooperate or defect (the dominant strategy, but which leaves players collectively worse off). Participants in the treatment condition completed the same task, but were also given a perspective-taking manipulation that encouraged them to first consider the thoughts of their opponent; participants who were encouraged to engage in perspective-taking were twice as likely to defect as those in the control. In the trust game, participants in the control condition were administered the standard trust game from behavioral economics, in which participants are given a sum of money, and have to choose how much to allocate to another player, who invests the money and then decides how much of the proceeds to return to the original player; the initial amount allocated is used as a measure of trust. When a perspective-taking treatment was added, players were significantly less trusting than in the control. In this sense, perspective-taking can make cooperation less likely, by heightening our awareness of conflicts of interest. Pierce et al. (2013, 1986) similarly report that in competitive contexts, “perspective taking is akin to pouring gasoline on a fire”, effectively transforming “the Golden Rule from “do unto others as you would have them do unto you” to “do unto others as you think they will try to do unto you.”"

Second, perspective-taking does not actually overcome “the problem of other minds”; a propensity or willingness to engage in empathy does not mean the inferences drawn will be accurate. As (Jervis, 1976, 112-113) notes, given the propensity for individuals to engage in “mirror-imaging” (Bronfenbrenner, 1961), a mere willingness to empathize with an adversary is insufficient. Actors: “. . . must try to empathize with a variety of possible outlooks, any one of which could be a true representation of the adversary. It is not enough to calculate how the other will respond to your action if your image of him is correct. You must also try to estimate how the other will respond if he has intentions and perceptions that are different from those that you think he probably has. (In doing so you must also keep in mind that he
is likely to think that you do understand him and so will view your policy as though it were designed to deal with his own policy as he, rather than you, sees it.)"

Epley and Caruso (2008) point to a series of mechanisms to explain why empathic accuracy is so difficult. First are failures of activation: individuals must be willing to think about the perspective of other actors. Second are miscalibrated and inaccurate adjustment: even if individuals are willing to think about the perspective of another actor, they must then find a way to decouple this assessment from their own perspective, which requires making use of additional information, which may not necessarily be accurate. As a result, perspective-taking in practice is a form of egocentric anchoring and adjustment, where individuals engage in perspective-taking by anchoring on their own perspective — imagining how others would act by first imagining how they themselves would act — and then trying to “get over themselves" by adjusting that assessment outwards, usually insufficiently (Epley and Gilovich, 2006; see also Kertzer and Renshon, 2014). Moreover, as the discussion of area studies above suggests, taking another actor’s perspective requires utilizing knowledge about the actor, and we always know less about others than we do about ourselves. Drawing mental inferences about dissimilar or unfamiliar targets can therefore induce us to rely on stereotypes (Ames, 2004). If the stereotypes we have about other actors are negative ones — as is often the case in conflictual situations in international politics — the act of engaging in perspective-taking need not necessarily lead to positive outcomes. Sassenrath, Hodges and Pfattheicher (2016) argue that taking the perspective of a threatening target can lead to more negative evaluations; Tarrant, Calitri and Weston (2012) show this effect is especially likely among high ingroup identifiers. If strategic empathy affects behavior by increasing actors’ attentiveness to the situational features they face, acting more strategically need not imply acting more cooperatively; in contrast with the palliative effects hypothesis, then, a contingent effects hypothesis posits that the effects of strategic empathy depend upon the strategic setting. In situations where conflicts of interest exist, or actors have negative stereotypes about one another — in other words, the very conditions where IR scholars usually claim strategic empathy is most needed — perspective-taking can exacerbate competition rather than induce cooperation.
2 Methods

To explore the potential effects of strategic empathy in the context of US-China relations, we conducted a pair of cross-national survey experiments in China and the US in the spring of 2016, in which we presented an identical experimental scenario to national samples in both countries at the same time. In the United States, we fielded our experiment in English, embedding it in a survey on a national sample of 1822 American adults recruited by Survey Sampling International (SSI), stratified based on census targets for gender, age, household income, and education.9 In China, we fielded our experiment in Chinese, embedding it in a national survey that was fielded online to cover all provinces and capital municipalities in Mainland China. Anonymized online surveys are known to reduce social desirability biases and improve response validity, which is particularly important in sensitive environments such as China (e.g. Chang and Krosnick, 2010; Huang, 2015, 630).10 To conduct our experiment in China, we partnered with a survey company to recruit a sample of 1,556 Chinese adults (18 years and older) matching the 2010 National Census on gender, age, race, income and geography. Because these subjects were directed to the Qualtrics survey platform at the researcher end, we maintained full control over our experiment and the data collection.

Respondents in both countries were presented with a parallel experimental scenario, involving tensions in the South China Sea between the United States and China.11 In each experiment, we manipulated the behavior of the other side: thus, respondents in the United States were presented with actions by the Chinese, while respondents in China were presented with actions by the United States. This parallel dyadic structure is one of the innovations of our methodological approach. Although there have been a number of important survey experiments in IR fielded in multiple countries (e.g. Tomz and Weeks, 2013), they tend to be monadically rather than dyadically structured. Indeed, it is striking that whereas the original audience cost model is dyadic (Fearon, 1994), most of the public opinion research testing its microfoundations, like most survey experiment work more generally, has been monadic (e.g. Tomz, 2007; Trager and Vavreck, 2011; Kertzer and Brutger, 2016). In this sense, one of our efforts here is to bridge the divide between the crisis bargaining literature, and experimental studies of public opinion, and to follow the exhortations of Johnston (2012), Bell and Quek (2018) and others in directly testing our theories of IR in an East Asian

---

9 For other recent experiments in political science fielded on SSI, see Brutger and Kertzer (2018); Quek (2017).
10 For more on how our study addressed social desirability bias, see our discussion in Appendix §1.
11 For more details on the survey instrument and translation procedures, see Appendix §2.
The overall structure of the experiment is presented in Figure 1, and the Chinese and English text used in our experiments are reproduced alongside each other in Appendix §3. Respondents in both countries began the experimental scenario by reading: “Recently there has been much attention over tensions in the South China Sea. Multiple countries in the region have claimed rights to disputed international waters, which are home to a wealth of natural resources, fisheries, and trade routes — all of which are at stake in the increasingly frequent diplomatic standoffs. [China/The United States] is concerned about the [United States'/China’s] assertiveness in the region.” That is to say, respondents in China were told about the United States, while respondents in the United States were told about China. In this sense, the experimental design is both parallel and asymmetric: although the structure of the experiment is identical across both samples, the stakes are not, since as its name suggests, the South China Sea is closer to China than to the United States, and is of significantly greater salience for the former than the latter. The research design thus deliberately captures one of the key challenges underlying US security concerns in East Asia, in which many of the potential disputes the US worries about take place in another great power’s backyard; this is the precise strategic context commentators focus on when discussing potential security dilemmas in US-Chinese relations. In this sense, the experimental design has greater internal validity and mundane realism than one about a hypothetical dispute over a fictional territory equidistant from
each country’s mainland.

Respondents were randomly presented with one of two different actions carried out by the other side. Half the sample considered a scenario in which the other side decided to decrease naval deployments in strategic maritime zones in the South China Sea, whereas the other half of the sample considered a scenario in which the other side decided to increase deployments. To strengthen the treatment, participants were also given a writing task asking them to write out what conclusions their country would draw from that action.

Participants in the control condition were then presented with our main dependent variable, a measure of respondents’ policy preferences in the scenario: the extent to which they wanted their country’s military activities to increase or decrease, administered using a branching item used to produce a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (decrease a lot) to 7 (increase a lot).

Prior to being administered the dependent variable, participants in the perspective-taking treatment condition, however, were induced to engage in perspective-taking. Participants in the treatment condition were given an additional writing task, asking them to write what conclusions the other side would draw if their own side were to escalate: that is, Chinese participants in the treatment condition were asked what conclusions the Americans would draw if China were to escalate, while American participants in the treatment condition were asked what conclusions the Chinese would draw if the United States were to escalate. Participants in the treatment condition were then administered the same dependent variable administered to participants in the control. Participants in both conditions were also given an open-ended response asking them to explain their answer.\textsuperscript{12}

Finally, participants in the experiment were administered a follow-up module where they attributed motivations for the actions of each country if each were to increase its presence in the South China Sea (each of which are administered on a seven point scale ranging from 1 (“for purely defensive reasons”) to 7 (“for purely offensive reasons”)).

In addition to the experimental scenario, respondents also completed a dispositional questionnaire alongside the usual battery of demographic characteristics. Most notably, the dispositional questionnaire included a dispositional measure of strategic empathy: the perspective-taking subscale of Davis’s (1983) interpersonal reactivity index (IRI), a commonly-used cognitive measure of

\textsuperscript{12}The study thus can be thought of as an encouragement design, in that participants were experimentally encouraged to engage in perspective-taking, but some individuals may have already been engaging in perspective-taking in the control, while others who were administered the treatment may fail to comply with it. We consider the implications for the interpretation of our findings in Appendix §4.1, showing it renders the results reported in the main text a more conservative test.
empathy in the psychological literature. Whereas the perspective-taking treatment experimentally encourages half of our participants to engage in perspective-taking, the perspective-taking scale measures perspective-taking as a trait, scoring participants based on the extent to which they agree with questions like “I believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them both.” In this way, we can test both whether making participants engage in perspective-taking changes their policy preferences, but also whether participants who are naturally more empathetic advocate for different policy choices than those who are naturally less empathetic. To avoid downstream effects, these dispositional questions were randomly assigned in an order manipulation, such that some participants answered the questionnaire prior to the scenario, and others after.

Although the study design is somewhat elaborate, it enables us to study four theoretically valuable quantities of interest.\(^{13}\)

1. By comparing the average policy choices advocated by American and Chinese respondents in each experimental cell, we can calculate the baseline level of escalatory preferences advocated by citizens in each country.

2. By estimating the treatment effect of perspective-taking on policy choices, we can test whether experimentally inducing participants to take the perspective of the other side causes them to favor more or less escalatory policies in each country.

3. By estimating the treatment effect of perspective-taking on the explanations respondents give for their policy choices, we can test whether experimentally inducing participants to take the perspective of the other side changes the kinds of justifications they offer for their policy preferences.

4. By comparing the attributions respondents offer for Chinese and American escalation in the attribution module, we can measure propensity for security dilemma thinking by calculating an "attribution asymmetry" measure at both the sample- and respondent-level, indicating how much more offensively-motivated citizens perceive an action to be when it is carried out by the other country than by their own; the microfoundational assumption of the security dilemma.

\(^{13}\)It also permits us to study a fifth quantity of interest — whether predispositional levels of empathy are associated with favoring more or less escalatory policies in each country. Due to space constraints, we present these results in Appendix §4.3.
3 Results

We structure our presentation of the results around the four quantities of interest enumerated above. We begin by presenting the cell means and estimating the average treatment effects of the perspective taking treatment on respondents’ policy preferences in each country, showing how perspective-taking encourages reciprocity among American respondents, but opportunistic behavior among Chinese respondents; we obtain similar findings using a series of Structural Topic Models (STMs) to explore how the perspective-taking treatment affects the explanations participants offer for their policy choices. We show that this asymmetric pattern is due to strategic empathy’s effects being contingent upon the contours of the strategic setting, rather than to compositional or relational differences between the two samples. Finally, we look at the question of security dilemma thinking from another angle, using the attribution questionnaire to calculate sample- and respondent-level measures of attribution asymmetry, showing that respondents tend to see actions as significantly more offensively-motivated when carried out by the other side, especially in China, and that these attribution asymmetries are strongest amongst our more empathetic respondents.

3.1 Cell means and average treatment effects

To examine the relationship between empathy and the security dilemma, our vignette focuses respondents’ attention on the South China Sea and the security policies of the US and China. Our primary dependent variable is respondents’ preferred policy with regard to military escalation in the South China Sea. Higher values indicate respondents wanted their government to increase its military activities, while lower values indicate a preference for decreasing military activities. Since the dependent variable follows both the escalation (de-escalation) treatment and the perspective taking treatment in our experiment, Figure 2 presents the average policy preferences for respondents in each country, conditioning on treatment assignment.

As Figure 2 shows, the baseline preference of military escalation significantly differs between the Chinese and American publics. Chinese respondents are significantly more likely to support increasing their military activities in the South China Sea, with their average preferred policy scoring 1.07 (p < 0.001) points higher than the US respondents on a seven-point scale. Regardless of treatment condition, the Chinese public prefers substantially higher levels of escalation in the South China Sea than their American counterparts, which is consistent with the conflict’s proximity and
**Figure 2: Effects of treatments on policy preferences**

*Note:* Higher values indicate more escalatory policy preferences. The figure shows that respondents in both countries are more supportive of escalation when the other side does the same, but that the Chinese public are consistently more supportive of escalation than the Americans are. Interestingly, the effect of the perspective-taking (depicted here with p-values from t-tests) is highly contingent. Consistent with palliative accounts of perspective-taking in IR, perspective taking makes Americans less escalatory when China does the same, facilitating positive reciprocity. However, for Chinese respondents the effect of perspective-taking is inverted: when the United States de-escalates, the Chinese respond to the perspective-taking treatment by favoring greater escalation, while when the United States escalates, the Chinese respond to the perspective-taking treatment by favoring greater de-escalation.
stakes for the Chinese, a point we return to below.

We will only briefly mention the effects of our escalation treatment, since it is of less theoretical interest. By comparing the left and right panels of Figure 2, we find that the public in both countries responds in a manner consistent with the spiral model of escalation that fuels the security dilemma. In both samples, respondents prefer higher levels of escalation by their own government after the other country escalates their military activities, with the average increase for the US and China being 0.50 and 0.59 respectively (both significant at $p < 0.001$). This pattern is not surprising, but shows that respondents are reacting in a coherent manner, consistent with pre-existing theories of tit-for-tat escalation.

More interesting are the effects of our perspective taking treatment on policy preferences, which has divergent effects in the US and China. In the US, the perspective taking treatment causes participants to advocate for de-escalation when the other side is observed decreasing their military activities ($-0.27, p < 0.018$). However, we find that the perspective taking treatment has the opposite effect among the Chinese public. After engaging in perspective taking and observing the US de-escalate its military activities, Chinese respondents prefer significantly higher levels of military activities ($0.23, p < 0.037$). This finding illustrates that strategic empathy is not a panacea for alleviating the security dilemma, and instead our perspective taking treatment encourages Chinese respondents to opportunistically seek to take advantage of their adversary’s de-escalation by moving to gain a decisive advantage in the conflict. Interestingly, the perspective taking treatment also has the effect of decreasing the hawkishness of the Chinese public’s preferred policy when the US has already escalated its military activities ($-0.23, p < 0.017$), suggesting that it makes the Chinese public more likely to be deterred from military escalation when the other side escalates, somewhat mitigating the preference for mutual tit-for-tat escalation.

3.1.1 Effects of perspective taking on policy reasoning

The above analysis shows that perspective-taking does not necessarily have palliative effects: perspective-taking induces reciprocity among American respondents — who are more likely to de-escalate if the Chinese do the same — but also induces divergent behavior among our Chinese respondents, who seek to project strength when the US de-escalates, but de-escalate in the face of American strength.

\footnote{Given potential non-compliance, in Appendix §4.1 we combine sensitivity analyses with an instrumental variable approach to estimate causal average complier effects, showing how the results presented in the main text are likely underestimating the effect of the treatment.}
In Appendix §4.3, we offer further evidence against the palliative effects of empathy hypothesis, showing that when we exploit natural variation in respondents’ levels of strategic empathy, more empathetic respondents are never significantly less escalatory (and in the Chinese case, are sometimes more escalatory).

A similar interpretation can be gleaned from the explanations respondents gave for their preferred policy choice. To do this, we asked all respondents to explain their preferred policy choice in a free response format. We analyze these open-ended responses using a structural topic model (STM), a semiautomated text analysis model that allows us to measure the impact of our perspective-taking treatment on the language used by respondents. Thus, whereas the previous analysis asks how experimentally inducing perspective-taking affects what respondents want their countries to do, this analysis turns to discourse, asks how perspective-taking affects why respondents want their countries to behave in a particular way.

While the technical details of STMs are beyond the scope of this paper (see Roberts et al. (2014) for an introduction), they can be thought of as an automated text analysis technique that models text as a mixture of interpretable “topics.” An advantage of STMs are that they are unsupervised, which means they “discover” topics in the text, rather than assuming their existence, which limits the potential for the researcher’s prior expectations to influence the topics that are identified. Most importantly for our analysis, unlike more traditional models used in text analysis, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), STMs allow us to leverage information about respondents (in our case, the treatment group to which they were randomly assigned) when structuring the topics, rather than assuming that the topics and topical prevalence are constant across all respondents.

We estimate a series of STMs on our respondents’ open-ended explanations for their policy choice, using the models to identify topics within the responses and, most importantly, to measure whether those topics systematically differ in prevalence across the perspective taking treatment and control groups. Since we found the effects of perspective-taking vary depending on whether respondents were in the escalation or de-escalation treatment, we run separate STM models for each escalation treatment group, and then estimate the effect of the perspective-taking treatment within each group.15

15 For our US respondents, we pre-process the text using the tm package in R, whereas for our Chinese respondents, we use Jieba, a Python-based Chinese word segmentation module. Once the models have been estimated, we then interpret the English-language versions of the topics, as translated by three native Chinese speakers to ensure intercoder reliability.
Results from structural topic models, US sample. The left-hand panels display the effect of the perspective-taking treatment on the free responses provided by respondents justifying their policy recommendation; the effect estimates are measures of changes in topical prevalence. The right-hand panels display representative responses for each topic.
For the American sample in Figure 3, we find that the perspective-taking treatment has a significant effect on one topic within each escalation/de-escalation condition. Among participants in the de-escalation condition (Figure 3a), the perspective taking treatment results in a higher usage of language emphasizing reciprocity. As the figure shows, respondents are much more likely to invoke language embracing reciprocal de-escalation, with one respondent writing that the US should “respond positively to China’s willingness to compromise” and another noting that since China decreased its presence the “US could show China’s equal gesture of decreasing naval presence”. Consistent with the above analysis, these findings suggest that the perspective taking treatment makes it more likely that American respondents interpret China’s decrease in military activities as signalling willingness to compromise, which leads them to explain their policy preferences in terms of reciprocal efforts to de-escalate the situation.

Our STM model for the effect of the perspective taking treatment in the Chinese escalation condition also points to the importance of threat perception. As Figure 3b shows, when China increases its military activities, the perspective taking treatment is associated with a significant decrease in language emphasizing Americans’ concern for projecting power and protecting other countries. Encouraging our American respondents to take the perspective of the other side appears to make them less likely to perceive Chinese actions as threatening, which reduces the likelihood that people believe we need to protect ourselves or others from Chinese actions.

Figures 4-5 display the STM results for our Chinese sample, with the results in the US de-escalation condition displayed in Figure 4, and the results in the US escalation condition displayed in Figure 5. Beginning with the de-escalation condition in Figure 4, we find the perspective-taking treatment significantly affects Chinese participants’ policy explanations in two different ways. First, it increases their emphasis on projecting strength. “The stronger China’s military presence in the South China Sea," one respondent writes, “the more military force will be deployed by the U.S. in the region, until China’s military power has become so strong that the increase of U.S. strength is no longer meaningful." Thus, another respondent writes, “China should be neither too weak nor too tough. They will think we are easily bullied if our gesture is too weak, and they will think we want to bully other smaller states if we present too strong a gesture. It is none of the U.S.’s business, they are just meddling around." The moderate escalation Chinese respondents display when responding to a US de-escalation in the perspective-taking condition reflects this logic. Second, and especially interestingly, asking participants to assess the conclusions the United States would draw leads them
The stronger China’s military presence in the South China Sea, the more military force will be deployed by the U.S. in the region, until China’s military power has become so strong that the increase of U.S. strength is no longer meaningful.

As China’s military deployment keeps increasing in the South China Sea, the U.S. will put more troops in this area. I am afraid that this is a persistent trend until China’s military strength became strong enough to counteract all of the U.S. deployment.

China should not be too weak, it should strive for its own benefits. Not preparing for war, but to clearly state our position.

China should be neither too weak nor too tough. They will think we are easily bullied if our gesture is too weak, and they will think we want to bully other smaller states if we present too strong a gesture. It is none of the U.S.’s business, they are just meddling around.

Increasing too much and too fast can cause insecurity among neighboring countries and the United States, leading to the increase in their military presence in the South China Sea.

Increasing actions will lead to the distrust and suspicion among the neighboring countries, while reducing actions will undermine our control over this area. Thus, the better approach is to maintain the status quo.

Effect of perspective-taking treatment on topical prevalence: ↑

Results from structural topic models, China sample (US de-escalates condition). The top-left panel displays the effect of the perspective-taking treatment on the free responses provided by respondents justifying their policy recommendation; the effect estimates are measures of changes in topical prevalence. The remaining panels display representative responses for each topic, translated into English.
Figure 5: Structural topic model results: China (United States escalates)

Policy explanation (US escalates condition)

Increase military actions

Representative responses:

The situation at the South China Sea is getting serious, China is facing too many opponents in this case, thus it needs to rapidly increase its military strength and actions. The military now has no field experience, and military operations could help to enhance its combat capability.

China should increase military actions to show our country's comprehensive national strength and military strength and put pressures on the United States and other countries.

For now, some increase in military operations could protect our national interests.

China always stands for peace and insists on peaceful foreign policies, but certain increase in military operations is conducive to maintaining China's majesty and a peaceful environment.

National sovereignty

Representative responses:

The Chinese nation is a benevolent nation, but it does not mean that our tolerance is unlimited! We always use force only after showing our courtesy, but it does not imply that we will remain silent even if you are bullying us. Our people have an unyielding spirit, with strong determination. Any country which intervenes the territorial integrity and sovereignty of China will be taken down no matter how far it is from. The Chinese have been silent for too long, and we will go to war for the country and national dignity!

China shall not lose any one inch of the territory, and whoever sells any bit of the territory in exchange for a moment of peace is the sinner of the Chinese nation and history.

Defend the national sovereignty and territorial integrity.

The threats cannot be resisted if there is not enough military force to counter such threat.

Chinese intrinsic interests

Representative responses:

No wonder that the U.S. will come all the way over to fight for their so-called “interests” in the region when China is not even able to defend its South China Sea which is its home door.

Natural and fishery resources.

Right at the front door.

China has restrained itself to its utmost in the South China Sea maritime rights disputes. Even though individual southeast Asian countries (the Philippines, Vietnam) have recurrently, illegally occupied China’s reefs in the south China sea and natural resources in a large-scale, China still suggests peacefully solving the problems rather than resorting to force.

Results from structural topic models, China sample (US escalates condition). The top-left panel displays the effect of the perspective-taking treatment on the free responses provided by respondents justifying their policy recommendation; the effect estimates are measures of changes in topical prevalence. The remaining panels display representative responses for each topic, translated into English.
to be less likely to think about the strategic calculations of others in the region: participants in
the control condition were significantly more likely to discuss the ramifications of China’s behavior
on its neighboring countries (offering responses like “Increasing actions will lead to the distrust and
suspicion among the neighboring countries, while reducing actions will undermine our control over
this area. Thus, the better approach is to maintain the status quo.”). This is helpful in reminding
us that although we think about perspective-taking in a dyadic manner, in a regional context with
multiple actors, investing cognitive resources in thinking about one actor’s perspective can crowd
out the perspective of others.

In the escalation condition in Figure 5, we find that the perspective-taking treatment signifi-
cantly affects Chinese participants’ policy explanations along three different dimensions. First, the
perspective-taking treatment decreases the extent to which participants emphasize increased mili-
tary action. When faced with US escalation, respondents in the perspective-taking treatment are
less hawkish than respondents in the control (and thus less likely to offer statements like “The mili-
tary has no field experience, and military operations could help to enhance its combat capability”,
or “The situation in the South China Sea is getting serious, China is facing too many opponents in
this case, thus it needs to rapidly increase its military strength and actions.”) Second, respondents
in the perspective-taking treatment are less likely to offer nationalist arguments emphasizing the
inviolability of Chinese sovereignty, and thus less likely to make claims like “China shall not lose
any one inch of the territory, and whoever sells any bit of the territory in exchange for a moment of
peace is the sinner of the Chinese nation and history”, or “The Chinese have been silent for too long,
and we will go to war for the country and national dignity!” Finally, respondents in the perspective-
taking condition are more likely to mention Chinese intrinsic interests, repeatedly mentioning the
extent to which the conflict is taking place at China’s “front door”, or invoking its maritime in-
terests in the region. This suggests that one reason why Chinese respondents de-escalate in the
perspective-taking condition when faced with US escalation is because perspective-taking causes
them to perceive Chinese interests as sufficiently and self-evidently high that such costly signals are
unnecessary.

In sum, perspective-taking affects both what respondents want their countries to do, and why.
Against the palliative effects hypothesis, however, its effects are not always positive, but heavily con-
tingent on the nature of the strategic environment. It makes American respondents place a heavier
emphasis on reciprocity and lowers their threat perception, but it also makes Chinese respondents
more interested in projecting strength (and think less about the effect it will have on neighboring countries) when the US shows signs of weakness. When the US escalates, perspective-taking makes Chinese respondents use less hawkish and nationalist language, but also emphasize their interests at stake. In Appendix §5, we explore the origins of these cross-national differences in considerable detail, showing that although there are compositional differences between the two samples (Chinese respondents are both more hawkish and more nationalist, for example, than their American counterparts, suggesting different cultural norms), these differences do not appear to explain the patterns of results we see. Similarly, Chinese and American respondents systematically differ in the images they have of one another and how they perceive the bilateral relationship (Herrmann and Fischerkeller, 1995; Jing et al., 2017), consistent with pre-existing socialization into national narratives (Gries, 2001). Yet these relational or perceptual differences also do not appear to be driving the results.

Instead, the balance of evidence suggests we can attribute the differences displayed above to the situational features of Chinese-US disputes in the South China Sea. While many Americans view the South China Sea as distant and relatively unimportant (as one American respondent put it, “it isn’t our area to dictate to the world who should or shouldn’t have jurisdiction there”), the Chinese perceive it as part of their own backyard (as one Chinese respondent put it, “China and the United States are located on two sides of the planet. On what grounds does the United States have to come all the way over and intervene in our territory?”). In light of these divergent stakes, Chinese and American escalation in the region carries very different meanings to each audience. Since the Americans see little interest in taking the territory, the strategic goal of US presence is simply maintaining the status quo. From this perspective, Chinese de-escalation can be interpreted as a signal of reassurance.

For the Chinese, however, who want to avoid a costly conflict with the United States, but who also perceive the South China Sea as rightfully part of their territory, American de-escalation sends a different signal. As one Chinese respondent wrote, “The fact that the United States decided to withdraw from the South China Sea issue shows that our country has really become powerful. The United States is no longer the hegemonic power that can intervene with any country and any affair in the world, by whatever measures they want to take! I am really proud to be born as a Chinese!” In this sense, the heterogeneous responses of the perspective-taking treatment in China in response to the US escalating and de-escalating suggests a pragmatic response to two very different signals about American resolve. In a series of interviews with Chinese observers, one noted the traditional
Chinese military strategy is “敌退我进；敌进我退”, or “advance when the enemy retreats; retreat when the enemy advances”, the pattern of results we see here. Thus, “the Chinese tend to see U.S. de-escalation as a sign of its weakness; and U.S. escalation, a sign of strength and confidence.”

Another observer reiterated that the Chinese public perspective on the conflict is influenced by “the official interpretation of the history since 1840” and “typical slogans” that include “落后就要挨打” (we are bullied if we are weak) and “弱肉强食” (the weak are the prey of the strong). “The majority still regards the United States as the strongest power. Thus, the United States can do whatever it wants . . . without constraint.” At the same time, “many people do not see the United States as a legitimate player in the game: we are defending the legitimate sovereignty rights over the islands, so we are purely defensive and not a threat to the region . . . the only reason for the United States to stay in the region and the dispute, in particular, is to contain China.” In this sense, although both sides see their actions in the region as defensively motivated, they both do so in a very different strategic context.

### 3.2 Asymmetric attributions and security dilemma thinking

Thus far, we have examined the effects of perspective-taking on respondents’ policy preferences in a security dilemma scenario, finding that IR scholars have perhaps expressed an overly rosy view of empathy’s effects on policy preferences. If the situational interpretation above is correct, and the divergent effects of strategic empathy in each country is due to the divergent stakes of the dispute for each side, we should expect to find a similar asymmetry in the attributions each side makes for each other’s behavior. Even going beyond the specifics of the US-China case, the security dilemma more broadly is a consequence of asymmetric attributions, as each side perceives their own behavior as defensively-motivated, and the other side’s behavior as offensively-motivated. In the context of escalation in the South China Sea, how large is the magnitude of this attribution asymmetry, and can it be mitigated by strategic empathy and perspective-taking?

In a follow-up module, we therefore asked participants in our study to assess the motivations for a hypothetical escalation by each side, on a scale ranging from “For purely defensive reasons” to “For purely offensive reasons.” The results, presented in Figure 6, reveals a significant attribution asymmetry among both Americans and Chinese. In each case we find that respondents are much more likely to attribute their country’s increased military activities to defensive motivations and the increased military activities of the other country to offensive motivations. Interestingly, however,
Figure 6: Respondents display the attribution asymmetry consistent with security dilemma thinking

Note: Figure 6 displays the average attribution made by Chinese and American respondents for an escalation by the other side (“They increase”) and by their own side (“We increase”). If the attribution made for the other side’s behavior is higher on the scale than the attribution made for one’s own behavior, then the results display an “attribution asymmetry”, an asymmetry in the motivation attributed to an identical action carried out by both sides. The steeper the slope of the line connecting the two points, the stronger the asymmetry. Thus, the figure shows that while both sides tend to see their own actions as more defensive and the other side’s actions as more offensive, the Chinese public displays a much stronger attribution asymmetry than the American public. The figure pools across treatments; in the supplementary analysis we also condition on both the perspective taking treatment and the original escalation treatment, although the results remain the same.
the magnitude of attribution asymmetry is about three times greater in China than the US, with the attribution asymmetry being 2.89 points ($p < 0.001$) among Chinese and 0.94 points ($p < 0.001$) among Americans on the seven point offensive-defensive attribution scale. These findings are not only consistent with security dilemma thinking, but especially on the Chinese side suggest that public opinion would more likely be an accelerator of a potential spiral model than an inhibitor against it. Audiences in both countries believe their nation is acting defensively, but both also believe the other side is acting offensively, likely fostering greater fears among domestic audiences and increased support for tit-for-tat escalation.

Moreover, as we show in Appendix §4.3, when we regress the within-subject measure of attribution asymmetry on participants’ predispositional levels of empathy along with a variety of control variables, more empathetic respondents tend to display larger degrees of attribution asymmetry, even when controlling for dispositional traits like nationalism or hawkishness. Thus, although some scholars argue that empathy and perspective taking can help alleviate misperceptions and bolster cooperation in international crises, we find that strategic empathy may even exacerbate it.

4 Conclusion

The rise of China has led to an outgrowth of interest in security dilemmas, and a surge of scholarship exploring the ways that tensions and misperceptions can be mitigated. In this paper, we explore the role of strategic empathy or perspective-taking in this process. Given continued tensions in the South China Sea, and concerns about popular nationalism in both the American and Chinese publics, understanding how perceptions on both sides are formed — and shaped by strategic empathy — is a useful endeavor for the study of US-China relations.

Fielding a unique cross-national experiment that examines the security relationship between the US and China in a dyadic manner, we find micro-level evidence consistent with security dilemma thinking in both countries’ publics, and that these attribution asymmetries are especially pronounced in China. Despite the volume of literature on China’s rise, and the extent to which IR scholars frequently build their arguments on assumptions about the nationalist content of Chinese public opinion, the longstanding difficulty of obtaining high-quality public opinion data in China has meant that surprisingly little of this literature actually measures this directly.\(^{16}\) Our findings — consistent

\(^{16}\)For a similar critique, see Johnston (2017).
with a “liberal pessimist” view of US-China relations (Friedberg, 2005) — thus shed new light on public opinion dynamics in the region, a crucial subject in an era when policymakers are increasingly concerned about the extent to which the mass public in both countries can function as an accelerant rather than an inhibitor of great power conflict. Our results show that security dilemma thinking is not merely the preserve of elite decision-makers, but is also detectable in the public writ-large. Indeed, the presence of a substantively large attribution asymmetry in both countries shows that each public is likely both to fear increased military activities by the other side and to believe that they are only trying to preserve the status quo when their country responds in kind. These findings highlight the potential risks between the US and China in the South China sea, and the divergent manners in which citizens in each country understand military signals in the region.

Our study also suggests some skepticism about the palliative effects of empathy hypothesis often adopted by IR scholars. IR scholars have tended to think about strategic empathy’s effects in relatively liberal ways, consistent with a broader ethos in IR theory that presumes the existence of a natural harmony of interests, such that conflict is merely the result of misperceptions or bargaining failures (Kertzer, 2016, 41): if only actors are given more information, or decision-makers’ excesses can be constrained by a liberal-minded publics, cooperation will be more likely to occur. Our findings push back against both claims. Perspective-taking may reveal the existence of complimentary interests, but it can highlight conflicts of interest as well. We find that experimentally inducing perspective taking makes Americans more likely to recognize conciliatory signals and increase their desire to respond with reciprocal policies of de-escalation, but that Chinese respondents have a very different reaction, causing them to seek to project strength and think less about the regional ramifications when the US de-escalates, but express less nationalist language and back down when the US escalates. We obtain similarly discouraging evidence when we examine natural variation in dispositional levels of empathy among our respondents, as more empathetic respondents display larger attribution asymmetries than their less-empathetic counterparts. Supplementary analyses suggest this divergent pattern is due less to compositional differences between the two populations, or to prior attitudes and perceptions about each others’ countries, than to the nature of the strategic environment itself, suggesting that the effect of strategic empathy is contingent on the nature of the strategic setting.

In demonstrating that empathy in IR is not an unvarnished good, these findings suggest several avenues for future research. First, our focus here was on perspective-taking, a cognitive form of
empathy, rather than affective forms of empathy that emphasize feeling what others are feeling, as is sometimes emphasized in the IR literature. Future work should test the differential effects between the two. Second, we largely side-step here the question of empathic accuracy: our analysis focuses on what happens when we encourage Chinese and Americans to step into each other’s shoes, rather than assess how competently they do so. Future scholarship can benefit from investigating the accuracy of these second-order beliefs directly (Mildenberger and Tingley, 2017). Third, it is worth noting that our perspective-taking treatment was deliberately content-free, seeking to induce perspective-taking rather than priming participants to attribute particular beliefs to the other side. In this sense, the study differs from the content-specific perspective-taking interventions sometimes used in studies seeking to reduce intergroup prejudice. Other work can benefit from employing alternate forms of perspective-taking treatments, determining what proportion of the effects come from perspective-taking itself rather than the informational primes. In this manner, by showing that empathy is a broader construct — and thus has more complex effects — than many IR scholars assume, this study points to a broader research agenda on the dynamics of strategic empathy and perspective-taking in international affairs.
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1 Note on survey partner

Political surveys are sensitive in China. This is especially the case for a national-level survey fielded across all provinces and capital municipalities of China; as Table 1 shows, the resulting sample skews closely to demographic targets (as does the US sample - see Table 2). Given the political conditions, our partner company would only agree to field our experiment on the condition of strict confidentiality. We persuaded our partner to make an exception for the review process; however, no identifying information can be revealed to others beyond this exception as the leakage may impact the company’s interests in China. (This would not prevent us from making available our anonymized data or complying with the journal’s replication policy.)

[Remainder of section is redacted, except for confidential drafts under review.]

While political/social desirability bias can exist in any survey sample, the concern may be greater in China due to the political environment. To manage this concern, we opted for an Internet survey instead of a face-to-face or telephone survey. Researchers have shown that anonymous online surveys reduce desirability bias (Chang and Krosnick, 2010). Indeed, we found that respondents seem to be quite willing to disapprove of the government when it does something that goes against their individual preferences. For example, in a 2015 study, one of the co-authors found that the majority of respondents did not approve of a Chinese leader who had threatened to use force in a territorial dispute but subsequently did not. Of course, even if desirability bias exists in China, it does not make the results less useful. The results remain relevant because the same desirability bias also operates in the real world.
Table 1: Sample characteristics: Chinese sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>2010 National Census</th>
<th>Full Population</th>
<th>Age ≥ 18</th>
<th>2016 sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>51.2%</td>
<td>50.52%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>48.8%</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northeastern</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central &amp; Southern</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southwestern</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>≤ 19</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 50</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>Han</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
<td>94.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sample characteristics: US sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-64</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 65</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some college/university</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College/university</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate/professional school</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Translation protocol for survey instrument

The survey instrument was first written in the English language. For our Chinese respondents, the instrument was translated into Chinese and pre-tested in multiple stages to ensure accuracy. First, a native Chinese speaker (C1) translated the English instrument into Chinese. Next, one of the co-authors (A1) vetted the translated text and produced the first pre-test version. Both C1 and A1 are effectively bilingual. The focus of the translation was accuracy of meaning instead of a literal word-to-word translation, which can cause meaning distortions when the translated words combine into sentence form. Subsequently, this survey version is tested separately with four other Chinese speakers (C2, C3, C4, C5). Their feedback was used by A1 to produce the second pre-test version. This version is pre-tested with a small sample of Chinese natives (NS) selected from each of the different regions of China to check if the questions were clear and natural to them. Unclear or awkward wordings (few were detected at this stage) were revised in the final translated version. Sample NS was monolingual and not aware of the study design. Finally, the Chinese-language survey was also pre-tested by four additional Chinese language speakers, one native and three bilingual, to flag any problematic or confusing language.

3 Survey instrument

Introduction

The following questions are about China’s relations with other countries around the world.

Recently there has been much attention over tensions in the South China Sea. Multiple countries in the region have claimed rights to disputed international waters, which are home to a wealth of natural resources, fisheries, and trade routes — all of which are at stake in the increasingly frequent diplomatic standoffs. China is concerned about the United States’ assertiveness in the region.
Writing Task I

Suppose the U.S. has decided to [increase / decrease] naval deployments in strategic maritime zones in the South China Sea. In your view, what conclusion would China draw from the U.S.'s action? [Writing task I: Open-ended response]

Perspective-taking treatment

Background:

- There has recently been tension in the South China Sea.
- Multiple countries in the region have claimed rights to disputed waters. China is concerned about the U.S.'s assertiveness in the region.
- Suppose the U.S. has decided to [increase / decrease] naval deployments in strategic maritime zones in the South China Sea.

There is a debate in China about whether China should change their military presence in the South China Sea.

If China were to increase its military activities in the South China Sea, in your view, what conclusion would the U.S. draw from China's action? [Writing task II: Open-ended response]
Policy choice

There is a debate in China about whether China should change their military presence in the South China Sea.

In this scenario, do you think that China’s military activities around the South China Sea should increase, decrease, or be kept about the same? [Increase / decrease / kept about the same]

[If increase]

Should China’s military activities increase by a lot, or only somewhat? [Increase / decrease / kept about the same]

[If decrease]

Should China’s military activities decrease by a lot, or only somewhat? [Increase / decrease / kept about the same]

[If kept about the same]

Do you lean toward increasing military activities, lean toward decreasing them, or don’t lean either way? [Increase / decrease / kept about the same]
Please briefly explain your response.

*Attribution and cooperation module*

对于下列说法，请选择最接近您观点的问答：

- 如果中国增加在南海的军事行动，您认为那是：[1 (纯粹为了防御) – 7 (纯粹为了进攻)]
- 如果美国增加在南海的军事行动，您认为那是：[1 (纯粹为了防御) – 7 (纯粹为了进攻)]

For each of the following statements, please select the answer that most closely matches your own views.

- If China were to increase its military activities in the South China Sea, do you think it would be: [1 (Purely for defensive reasons) – 7 (Purely for offensive reasons)]
- If the U.S. were to increase its military activities in the South China Sea, do you think it would be: [1 (Purely for defensive reasons) – 7 (Purely for offensive reasons)]

对于下列说法，请选择最接近您观点的问答：

- 如果中国增加在南海的军事行动，您认为这会如何影响中美经济合作的可能？[1 (比较可能合作) – 7 (比较不可能合作)]
- 如果美国增加在南海的军事行动，您认为这会如何影响中美经济合作的可能？[1 (比较可能合作) – 7 (比较不可能合作)]

For each of the following statements, please select the answer that most closely matches your own views.

- If China were to increase its military activities in the South China Sea, how do you think it would affect the possibility of Sino-American economic cooperation? [1 (More likely to cooperate) – 7 (Less likely to cooperate)]
- If the U.S. were to increase its military activities in the South China Sea, how do you think it would affect the possibility of Sino-American economic cooperation? [1 (More likely to cooperate) – 7 (Less likely to cooperate)]
4 Supplementary analysis

4.1 Causal average complier effects

Table 3: Causal average complier effect (CACE) estimates, US sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>τ</th>
<th>China de-escalates</th>
<th></th>
<th>China escalates</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio estimator</td>
<td>2SLS estimate</td>
<td>95% CIs</td>
<td>2SLS estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.27 (-0.51, -0.05)</td>
<td>-0.27 (-0.5, -0.05)</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.29, 0.18)</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.29, 0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.35 (-0.64, -0.06)</td>
<td>-0.28 (-0.52, -0.05)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.36, 0.22)</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.3, 0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.36 (-0.67, -0.06)</td>
<td>-0.25 (-0.5, -0.01)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.38, 0.23)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.33, 0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.39 (-0.72, -0.07)</td>
<td>-0.26 (-0.53, 0)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.4, 0.24)</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.33, 0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-0.42 (-0.77, -0.07)</td>
<td>-0.28 (-0.56, -0.01)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.42, 0.26)</td>
<td>-0.02 (-0.31, 0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-0.43 (-0.8, -0.08)</td>
<td>-0.33 (-0.62, -0.05)</td>
<td>-0.09 (-0.45, 0.27)</td>
<td>0.02 (-0.28, 0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-0.47 (-0.86, -0.08)</td>
<td>-0.38 (-0.69, -0.08)</td>
<td>-0.1 (-0.48, 0.29)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.31, 0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>-0.51 (-0.95, -0.09)</td>
<td>-0.43 (-0.75, -0.1)</td>
<td>-0.1 (-0.52, 0.31)</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.4, 0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.57 (-1.06, -0.1)</td>
<td>-0.41 (-0.76, -0.06)</td>
<td>-0.11 (-0.56, 0.34)</td>
<td>-0.09 (-0.45, 0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>-0.61 (-1.13, -0.11)</td>
<td>-0.45 (-0.82, -0.08)</td>
<td>-0.12 (-0.62, 0.37)</td>
<td>-0.03 (-0.4, 0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-0.66 (-1.25, -0.12)</td>
<td>-0.43 (-0.82, -0.04)</td>
<td>-0.13 (-0.67, 0.4)</td>
<td>-0.13 (-0.53, 0.27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents CACE estimates, defining compliance at different percentile thresholds (τ) of response length. The first two columns in each panel uses the ratio estimator $\text{CACE} = \frac{\text{ITT}_{\text{Complied}}}{\text{ITT}_{\text{Random}}}$ with 95% bootstrapped CIs, while the next two results from a 2SLS model with 95% normal theory CIs. Note that at 0% non-compliance, the CACE estimates replicate the ATEs reported in the main text.

Table 4: Causal average complier effect (CACE) estimates, Chinese sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>τ</th>
<th>US de-escalates</th>
<th></th>
<th>US escalates</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio estimator</td>
<td>2SLS estimate</td>
<td>95% CIs</td>
<td>2SLS estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.23 (0.002, 0.44)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.01, 0.45)</td>
<td>-0.23 (-0.41, -0.04)</td>
<td>-0.23 (-0.42, 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.24 (0.002, 0.45)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.03, 0.47)</td>
<td>-0.24 (-0.42, -0.04)</td>
<td>-0.18 (-0.38, 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.24 (0.002, 0.45)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.03, 0.47)</td>
<td>-0.24 (-0.42, -0.04)</td>
<td>-0.18 (-0.38, 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.25 (0.002, 0.48)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.14, 0.62)</td>
<td>-0.27 (-0.48, -0.05)</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.26, 0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.25 (0.002, 0.48)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.14, 0.62)</td>
<td>-0.27 (-0.48, -0.05)</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.26, 0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.28 (0.003, 0.54)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.19, 0.72)</td>
<td>-0.3 (-0.55, -0.06)</td>
<td>0.12 (-0.13, 0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.31 (0.003, 0.59)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.24, 0.81)</td>
<td>-0.34 (-0.61, -0.06)</td>
<td>0.14 (-0.12, 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.32 (0.003, 0.61)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.27, 0.85)</td>
<td>-0.35 (-0.63, -0.07)</td>
<td>0.08 (-0.2, 0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.36 (0.003, 0.68)</td>
<td>0.47 (0.16, 0.79)</td>
<td>-0.38 (-0.69, -0.07)</td>
<td>0.05 (-0.24, 0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.39 (0.004, 0.74)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.07, 0.74)</td>
<td>-0.42 (-0.76, -0.08)</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.27, 0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.43 (0.004, 0.82)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.07, 0.71)</td>
<td>-0.49 (-0.89, -0.09)</td>
<td>0.05 (-0.3, 0.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents CACE estimates, defining compliance at different percentile thresholds (τ) of response length. The first two columns in each panel uses the ratio estimator $\text{CACE} = \frac{\text{ITT}_{\text{Complied}}}{\text{ITT}_{\text{Random}}}$ with 95% bootstrapped CIs, while the next two results from a 2SLS model with 95% normal theory CIs. Note that at 0% non-compliance, the CACE estimates replicate the ATEs reported in the main text.

A potential concern when evaluating the effects of perspective-taking is that our experiment is akin to an encouragement design: participants are asked to think through and write out what conclusions the other country would draw from a particular foreign policy behavior. As with any encouragement design, then, it is important to address potential concerns about non-compliance: most
notably, some participants in the treatment condition, who are encouraged to engage in perspective-taking may not take the exercise seriously and refuse to engage in it; in a potential outcomes framework, these would be the "never takers." An examination of the contents of the second writing task suggest clear evidence that some participants did not comply with the treatment, writing responses in the US survey like "Balls", "Merica" or "no comment".

To explore the implications of non-compliance for our interpretation of the experimental results, we combine an instrumental variables approach with sensitivity analyses. First, we calculated the causal average complier effects (CACE) using the Angrist, Imbens and Rubin (1996) ratio estimator, in which the CACE is the intention-to-treat (ITT) effect divided by the proportion of compliers in the treatment condition. To avoid making subjective coding decisions about the types of responses that count as complying, we define compliance using a sensitivity analysis approach, defining compliance thresholds at different percentiles of response length to the second writing task completed by participants in the perspective-taking treatment, under the assumption that respondents who wrote longer responses are more likely to have complied with the treatment. We calculate response length in the US survey by simply calculating the number of characters of the free response; for the Chinese survey we first pre-process the free-responses using Jieba, a Python-based Chinese word segmentation module. The ratio estimator results are presented in the first two columns in each panel in Table 3 for the US survey, and in Table 4 for the Chinese survey, with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. We also estimate the CACE using a more formal 2-stage least squares (2SLS) approach, instrumenting for compliance with the treatment using random assignment to the perspective-taking treatment (Gerber and Green, 2012); these results are shown in the third and fourth columns in each panel of each table, with 95% normal theory confidence intervals.

Despite the crudeness of our indicators of compliance, we find results largely consistent with our theoretical story. In the US survey, as the response-length cutoff for defining compliance with the perspective-taking treatment increases, the effect estimates for respondents exposed to the China de-escalate treatment becomes larger, meaning those who complied with the treatment were more likely to prefer de-escalatory policies. Similarly, in the Chinese survey, as the response-length cutoff for defining compliance with the perspective-taking treatment increases, the effect estimate for respondents exposed to the US de-escalation treatment becomes larger, as is the case with the ratio estimator for respondents exposed to the US escalation treatment. Noncompliance thus makes the ATE results reported in the main text conservative estimates. Importantly, the estimates in Tables
3-4 assume one-sided noncompliance. It is also possible for there to be two-sided noncompliance, in that some participants in the control condition may already be in engaged in perspective-taking regardless of treatment assignment; in a potential outcomes framework, these would be “always takers”. However, in this case the ratio estimator provides a lower bound on the effect, since non-compliance in the control group decreases the size of the compliance group (reflected in the denominator), increasing the estimated CACE, such that the results presented here remain conservative tests.

4.2 Balance tests

Figures 1 and 2 show that randomization was successful, in that respondents in both the Chinese and the US experiments are well-balanced across treatment conditions for a wide range of demographic characteristics.
Figure 1: Balance tests: China experiment
Figure 2: Balance tests: US experiment
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The graphs show the density plots for each variable comparing Treatment 0 and Treatment PT.
4.3 Exploiting natural variation in empathy

The results from the paper only look at the effect of perspective-taking when it is experimentally induced, and we know that perspective-taking is a faculty that some respondents are naturally better at employing than others (Davis, 1983; Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright, 2004; Wakabayashi et al., 2006; Konrath, O’Brien and Hsing, 2011). How is this natural variation in empathy associated with escalation preferences? Does empathy have palliative effects when studied dispositionally, rather than induced experimentally? The top half of Table 5 presents results from a series of regression models in the US sample, and the bottom half for the China sample, both of which estimate the effect of dispositional levels of empathy controlling for the perspective-taking treatment and a variety of dispositional variables.

When participants are in the experimental condition where the other side de-escalates, we find that respondents’ pre-dispositional levels of empathy have relatively little effect on their baseline policy preferences. Models 1-3 in Table 5 show that empathy has no main effect on policy preferences and no interaction effect with our perspective-taking treatment when the other side de-escalates, for both the United States and China. In contrast, we find that measures of military assertiveness and national chauvinism for both Americans and Chinese are consistently and predictably associated with preferences for escalation, and, as shown in previous analyses, experimentally inducing perspective-taking has a significant effect – inducing de-escalation among American respondents, and escalation among the Chinese.

When we shift our attention to respondents in the experimental condition where the other side escalates (models 4-6), we find stronger evidence of a relationship between dispositional empathy and foreign policy preferences, but not in the direction predicted by the palliative effects hypothesis. First, in the Chinese sample, models 4 and 5 of Table 5 show that more empathetic participants are more inclined to escalate. Second, dispositional empathy moderates the effect of the perspective-taking treatment among American respondents. In our previous analysis in the paper, we found that the perspective-taking treatment significantly affected escalation preferences in 3 of 4 subsamples of the experiment — the exception being American participants in the experimental condition where the other side escalates. The significant negative interaction term in model 6 of Table 5 suggests an interesting explanation for this effect. Substantively, the perspective-taking treatment has no significant effect on policy preferences among those respondents who are naturally predisposed to
Table 5: The dispositional empathy results offer little support for the palliative effects of empathy hypothesis (I)

Sample: US | China de-escalates | China escalates
--- | --- | ---
| (1) | (2) | (3) | (4) | (5) | (6)
**Dispositional empathy** | -0.201 | -0.029 | -0.124 | -0.100 | 0.146 | 0.832**
 | (0.298) | (0.276) | (0.381) | (0.313) | (0.277) | (0.386)
**Perspective-taking** | -0.268** | -0.217** | -0.366 | -0.054 | -0.020 | 1.022**
 | (0.116) | (0.108) | (0.424) | (0.121) | (0.107) | (0.424)
**Military assertiveness** | 2.754*** | 2.752*** | 3.350*** | 3.333*** | 0.723*** | 0.726***
 | (0.280) | (0.280) | (0.269) | (0.268) | (0.233) | (0.233)
**National chauvinism** | 0.248** | 0.236** | 0.742* | -0.226** | -0.176* | -0.573
 | (0.111) | (0.108) | (0.445) | (0.096) | (0.093) | (0.552)
**Education** | 0.167 | 0.165 | 0.253 | 0.233 | (0.218) | (0.218)
**Dispositional empathy x PT** | 0.201 | -1.400** | (0.552) | (0.551)

Sample: China | US de-escalates | US escalates
--- | --- | ---
| (1) | (2) | (3) | (4) | (5) | (6)
**Dispositional empathy** | 0.422 | 0.067 | 0.439 | 0.660** | 0.448* | 0.137
 | (0.317) | (0.314) | (0.447) | (0.261) | (0.256) | (0.369)
**Perspective-taking** | 0.248** | 0.236** | 0.742* | -0.226** | -0.176* | -0.573
 | (0.111) | (0.108) | (0.445) | (0.096) | (0.093) | (0.552)
**Military assertiveness** | 1.207*** | 1.198*** | 1.325*** | 1.344*** | 0.073** | 0.072**
 | (0.224) | (0.225) | (0.180) | (0.180) | (0.029) | (0.029)
**National chauvinism** | 0.741** | 0.735** | 0.225 | 0.199 | (0.366) | (0.366)
**Education** | 0.741** | 0.735** | 0.225 | 0.199 | (0.366) | (0.366)
**Dispositional empathy x PT** | -0.726 | -0.726 | (0.620) | (0.504)

**Constant** | 4.518*** | 2.360*** | 2.431*** | 4.835*** | 2.021*** | 1.533***
 | (0.234) | (0.297) | (0.355) | (0.249) | (0.295) | (0.351)

**N** | 720 | 708 | 708 | 774 | 759 | 759

**Adjusted R²** | 0.005 | 0.159 | 0.158 | -0.002 | 0.233 | 0.239

*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01
engage in perspective-taking, but a strong positive effect among respondents who are dispositionally low in empathy. When the other side escalates, only those Americans least prone to engage in perspective-taking naturally need to be encouraged to do so. This is consistent with Galinsky et al. (2006), who find that power and perspective-taking are negatively correlated: when the US is in a position of relative strength in the region, respondents are less likely to naturally engage in perspective-taking unless encouraged to do so, whereas when the tables turn, only the least empathetic respondents need to be encouraged to engage in perspective-taking. Moreover, the sign of the effect is consistent with the reciprocity pattern reported in the US results above, since for those low-empathy respondents for whom the treatment has a significant effect, the effect is positive, mirroring Chinese behavior.
Table 6: The dispositional empathy results offer little support for the palliative effects of empathy hypothesis (II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample: US</th>
<th>China de-escalates</th>
<th>China escalates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional empathy</td>
<td>−0.201</td>
<td>−0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.298)</td>
<td>(0.278)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>−0.268**</td>
<td>−0.210*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.116)</td>
<td>(0.108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military assertiveness</td>
<td>2.640***</td>
<td>2.640***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.301)</td>
<td>(0.301)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National chauvinism</td>
<td>0.644***</td>
<td>0.644***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.234)</td>
<td>(0.235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>✤✤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.116)</td>
<td>(0.108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.235**</td>
<td>0.235**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.110)</td>
<td>(0.110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideology</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.220)</td>
<td>(0.220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional empathy x PT</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>✤✤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.554)</td>
<td>(0.552)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>4.518***</td>
<td>2.316***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.234)</td>
<td>(0.306)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample: China</th>
<th>US de-escalates</th>
<th>US escalates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional empathy</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.317)</td>
<td>(0.315)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>0.248**</td>
<td>0.214**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.111)</td>
<td>(0.109)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military assertiveness</td>
<td>1.123***</td>
<td>1.112***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.229)</td>
<td>(0.230)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National chauvinism</td>
<td>0.062**</td>
<td>0.061**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.617*</td>
<td>0.612*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.369)</td>
<td>(0.369)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.110)</td>
<td>(0.110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Member</td>
<td>0.350***</td>
<td>0.349***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.122)</td>
<td>(0.122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional empathy x PT</td>
<td>−0.781</td>
<td>−0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.619)</td>
<td>(0.619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>4.865***</td>
<td>3.402***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.237)</td>
<td>(0.399)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01
Table 7: More empathetic respondents display larger attribution asymmetries (I)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>US sample</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>China sample</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional empathy</td>
<td>0.599*</td>
<td>0.751**</td>
<td>1.145***</td>
<td>1.141***</td>
<td>0.995***</td>
<td>1.069**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.328)</td>
<td>(0.318)</td>
<td>(0.441)</td>
<td>(0.347)</td>
<td>(0.351)</td>
<td>(0.502)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>−0.048</td>
<td>−0.026</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.128)</td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td>(0.487)</td>
<td>(0.125)</td>
<td>(0.124)</td>
<td>(0.489)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military assertiveness</td>
<td>3.382***</td>
<td>3.382***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.662***</td>
<td>0.660***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.315)</td>
<td>(0.315)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.248)</td>
<td>(0.249)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National chauvinism</td>
<td>−0.352</td>
<td>−0.361</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.129***</td>
<td>0.129***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.270)</td>
<td>(0.270)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.809***</td>
<td>0.808***</td>
<td>−0.932**</td>
<td>−0.930**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.247)</td>
<td>(0.247)</td>
<td>(0.433)</td>
<td>(0.433)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional empathy × PT</td>
<td>−0.817</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.634)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.517***</td>
<td>−1.631***</td>
<td>−1.916***</td>
<td>2.070***</td>
<td>1.290***</td>
<td>1.237***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.260)</td>
<td>(0.340)</td>
<td>(0.405)</td>
<td>(0.257)</td>
<td>(0.432)</td>
<td>(0.501)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1,494</td>
<td>1,467</td>
<td>1,467</td>
<td>1,480</td>
<td>1,479</td>
<td>1,479</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01. See Table 8 for additional analysis.
Table 8: More empathetic respondents display larger attribution asymmetries (II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>US Sample</th>
<th></th>
<th>China Sample</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China de-escalates</td>
<td>China escalates</td>
<td>US de-escalates</td>
<td>US escalates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional empathy</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>1.059**</td>
<td>1.251***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.459)</td>
<td>(0.452)</td>
<td>(0.468)</td>
<td>(0.450)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>−0.081</td>
<td>−0.094</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.179)</td>
<td>(0.175)</td>
<td>(0.181)</td>
<td>(0.173)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military assertiveness</td>
<td>2.270***</td>
<td>3.683***</td>
<td>0.790**</td>
<td>0.668*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.489)</td>
<td>(0.465)</td>
<td>(0.362)</td>
<td>(0.358)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National chauvinism</td>
<td>−0.641*</td>
<td>−0.098</td>
<td>0.205***</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.380)</td>
<td>(0.383)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.800**</td>
<td>0.895**</td>
<td>−1.623***</td>
<td>−0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.354)</td>
<td>(0.347)</td>
<td>(0.582)</td>
<td>(0.673)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>−0.215</td>
<td>−0.015</td>
<td>−0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.178)</td>
<td>(0.176)</td>
<td>(0.173)</td>
<td>(0.186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideology</td>
<td>0.726**</td>
<td>0.668*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.357)</td>
<td>(0.347)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.765**</td>
<td>−0.993**</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>2.496***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.360)</td>
<td>(0.497)</td>
<td>(0.373)</td>
<td>(0.492)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01
5 Exploring cross-national differences

There are three potential sets of reasons why we might see divergent patterns of results between the two countries. The first are compositional differences between the samples. If American samples differ from their Chinese counterparts in a variety of ways — their levels of nationalism, attitudes towards the use of force, and so on — and these dispositional traits affect how respondents react to the treatments, this could lead to divergent patterns of results between the two populations. The second are relational differences between the two countries. As Boulding (1959), Herrmann and Fischerkeller (1995) and others have noted, how you conceive of your country’s relationship with another actor — whether you see it as posing a threat or an opportunity, whether you see it as equal or inferior in capabilities, and so on — has important implications for the strategic scripts you propose. If there are asymmetries in the images respondents in each sample have of the other country, and these differences interact with the treatments, this could similarly lead to divergent outcomes between the two. Finally, the third are situational differences between the two countries — not reflecting divergent dispositional traits or belief systems between the two samples, but rather, the asymmetric stakes for the two countries themselves in a potential dispute in the South China Sea.

5.1 Compositional differences

We begin by testing for compositional differences. While there are a number of potential dispositional traits on which the two samples may differ, we identify four traits we consider to be particularly theoretically relevant, some of which come from the public opinion literature, and others of which hail from social pyschology and behavioral economics. The first is attitudes towards the use of military force, or what the public opinion about foreign policy literature often calls militant assertiveness (Herrmann, Tetlock and Visser, 1999; Kertzer and Brutger, 2016), the distinction between hawks and doves, who vary in their beliefs about the desirability and efficacy of the use of force. The second is national attachment, reflecting the extent to which respondents identify with their country (Herrmann, Isernia and Segatti, 2009); more nationalist individuals are not only more likely to feel like being a member of their national ingroup is an important part of their identity, but to have a starker perception of shared fate (Brewer and Brown, 1998; Herrmann, 2017). Both national attachment and military assertiveness are worth investigating given widespread debates in foreign
policy circles about the nature and extent of Chinese nationalism and assertiveness (Johnston, 2013, 2017), and the demonstrated importance of each construct in the study of support for the use of force (Herrmann, Tetlock and Visser, 1999; Herrmann, Isernia and Segatti, 2009).

In the US sample, we measure attitudes towards the use of force with three items from the existing literature: two capturing beliefs about the efficacy of the use of force in general (“Going to war is unfortunate but sometimes the only solution to international problems”, "The use of military force only makes problems worse"), and the third specifically implicating the role of one’s own military (“The best way to ensure peace is through American military strength") (Kertzer and Renshon, 2014; Rathbun et al., 2016). Both are Likert items, scaled from “Strongly agree" to “Strongly disagree," and reverse-coded where applicable such that higher answers correspond to higher levels of hawkishness. In the Chinese sample, our military assertiveness measure consists of two of these items, one capturing general beliefs about the efficacy of the use of force (“Going to war is unfortunate but sometimes the only solution to international problems") and the other focusing specifically on the Chinese military (“The best way to ensure peace is through Chinese military strength"). In the analysis below, we therefore operationalize attitudes to the use of force both using construct-level comparisons (additive scales utilizing all of the military assertiveness items measured in each country) and item-level comparisons (focusing solely on items fielded in both samples).1

We measure national attachment in the United States with two items from the national attachment scale of Herrmann, Isernia and Segatti (2009) (“When someone says something bad about the American people, how strongly do you feel it is as if they said something bad about you?" and “How much do you feel that what happens to America in general will be your fate?"); for our Chinese sample, we use the same question tapping national identification (“When someone says something bad about the Chinese people, how strongly do you feel it is as if they said something bad about you?"), while also using two standard measures of national pride commonly used in studies of Chinese nationalism (“Are you proud to be a Chinese citizen?", with responses ranging from “Not proud at all" to “Very proud", and “Is China superior to other countries?", with responses ranging from “Not superior" to "Superior by far"; see Johnston (2017) for similar items). As with the case of attitudes towards the use of force, then, in the analysis below, we study the effects of nationalism

---

1 As one expects, reliability estimates are higher for the three-item scale than the two-item scale: In the US sample: $\alpha = 0.69$; in the Chinese sample: $\alpha = 0.52$. 

---
both using construct-level and item-level comparisons.²

The third trait comes not from the public opinion literature, but behavioral research on strategic thinking. Behavioral economists often measure strategic thinking through “beauty contest games” (Camerer, Ho and Chong, 2004), based on a discussion in Keynes (1936) comparing the stock market to a beauty contest where players win by accurately guessing which contestants other players will deem to be the most beautiful. In one common version of the game (Coricelli and Nagel, 2009; LeVeck et al., 2014), players are asked to guess a number between 0 to 100, in which the winner will be the player whose guess is the closest to some multiplier (e.g. two-thirds) of the average guess of the group. The guesses are then scored as a measure of k-level reasoning: level-0 reasoners guess randomly between 0-100, while level-1 reasoners assume the other players will guess randomly such that the best response is $33 (50 \times \frac{2}{3})$, level-2 reasoners assume other players are capable of $K - 1$-level reasoning such that the best response is $22 (50 \times \frac{2}{3})^2$, and so on. In this sense, k-level reasoning is often used as a measure of “strategic skill” in that level-two reasoners are more strategic than level-one reasoners, and so on (Hafner-Burton et al., 2014). Yet it also measures strategic players’ implicit beliefs about the other players. While the equilibrium of the game is 0, most players in the real world don’t approximate homo economicus and iteratively eliminate dominated strategies all the way; winning the game thus requires respondents to engage in strategic empathy and attempt to gauge how strategic the other players are. Mindful of these dual meanings, we thus adapted the measure of k-level reasoning used by LeVeck et al. (2014), but with a cross-national twist. For half the respondents in each country, we presented the game as follows:

Pretend you’re playing a game against other players, where every participant has to think of a whole number from 0 to 100. The winner of the game is the player whose guess is 60% of the average guess of the group. (For example, if the average guess of the group is 90, the winner is the participant in the group who guessed the number closest to 54).

What number would you pick?

For the other (random) half of respondents in each country, we repeated the same prompt, but modified the first sentence to begin with “Pretend you’re playing a game against players from China” for the US respondents, or “players from the United States” for the Chinese respondents. By randomizing the identity of the opponents, we can test whether respondents’ k-level reasoning

²α = 0.5 in the US, α = 0.67 in China
scores differ when playing against opponents from the opposing country. Regardless of treatment condition, we analyze the results the same way, following LeVeck et al. (2014) by differentiating between level-$K = 0$, $K = 1$, $K = 2$, and $K = 3$ (or greater) respondents. As it turns out, we find that the identity treatment does not affect respondents’ k-level scores in either country ($p < 0.624$ for the US sample, $p < 0.858$ for the Chinese sample, each from a Wilcoxon-rank sum test), so in the analysis below we combine k-level scores across identity treatment conditions.

Finally, although perspective-taking is studied situationally through random assignment in the main text, we can also study it as an individual-difference, using the dispositional measure from Davis (1980) described elsewhere in the appendix. As with the other respondent-level variables studied above, our empirical strategy here has two steps. First, on which traits do the two samples significantly differ from one another? Second, do respondents with varying levels of these traits respond differently to the perspective-taking treatment?

Figure 3 presents the results of the first stage. Panel a shows that the Chinese sample is significantly more hawkish than the American counterpart ($t = -21.9$, $p < 0.000$); item-level comparisons suggest the difference is not attributable to beliefs about the efficacy of force in general, but because Chinese respondents are significantly more likely to agree that the best way to ensure peace is through Chinese military strength than American respondents are about American military strength ($W = 622460$, $p < 0.000$). Panel b shows that although the difference is not as stark as that with respect to attitudes towards the use of force, the Chinese sample is also significantly more nationalist ($t = -3.83$, $p < 0.001$) than the American sample; the item-level comparison similarly finds that Chinese respondents are significantly more likely to feel that when someone says something bad about your country, it is as if they said something bad about you, although the Chinese-language survey had a four-point rather than five-point set of response options for this item, such these differences could be due to measurement properties rather than anything substantive. Panel c shows that American respondents displayed slightly higher k-level reasoning than Chinese respondents ($W = 1127300$, $p < 0.000$), though the differences are small; 84.0% of American respondents were 0-level reasoners, while 89.7% of Chinese respondents were 0-level reasoners. Finally, panel d suggests that when we turn to a dispositional measure of strategic empathy, our American respondents are higher in perspective-taking than our Chinese respondents ($t = 8.76$, $p < 0.000$).

While varying in size, then, we find evidence of compositional differences between the two samples for all four traits. To determine whether they can account for the divergent pattern of
Figure 3: Compositional differences across samples

(a) Militant assertiveness

(b) National attachment

(c) k-level reasoning

(d) Dispositional empathy

Note: US sample in blue, Chinese sample in red. The mean of each distribution is represented by a vertical line.
Figure 4: Heterogeneous treatment effects across dispositional variables

(a) Peace through military strength

(b) As if they said something bad about you

(c) k-level reasoning

(d) Dispositional empathy

Note: each panel displays the marginal effect of the perspective-taking treatment across a different dispositional variable, estimated using a kernel estimation procedure with 5-fold least-squares cross-validation using the *interflex* package in R to avoid making assumptions about the functional form of the interactive effect.
results, we then estimate the marginal effect of the perspective-taking treatment conditional on each trait in question; to avoid imposing a linear functional form, we use a kernel estimation procedure introduced by Hainmueller, Mummolo and Xu (2018), which uses 5-fold least-squares cross-validation to flexibly estimate the functional form of the interaction; in order to make consistent a comparison as possible between each sample, we use the item-level comparisons for militant assertiveness and national attachment.

Figure 4 presents the marginal effects. Panel (a) shows the results for the military assertiveness item about producing peace through military strength, which the Chinese sample scored significantly higher in than the American sample. Yet the pattern of marginal effects cannot explain the divergent results: it is not the case that more dovish Chinese respondents (those in the left half of each panel in the top row) display perspective-taking-effects that more closely resemble those in the US sample. For example, it looks as if peace through strength moderates the effect of perspective-taking in the Chinese sample when the US escalates, but the marginal effect appears negative, rather than positive as with American respondents. Panel (b) shows the results for the national attachment item about feeling that when someone says something bad about your country, it is if they said something bad about you (an item the Chinese sample scores higher in than the American sample), but the marginal effects appear either relatively flat, or not statistically significant. Panel (c) turns to k-level reasoning. Here we see significant interaction effects – for example, in the Chinese sample when US escalates, perspective-taking decreases the likelihood of escalation among the lowest-level reasoners, while increasing it among the highest-level ones. But, this cannot explain the patterns of results we see in the US. Finally, panel (d) looks at dispositional empathy. Here, we see a strong linear interaction effect for the US sample when the other side escalates — corresponding with the results presented elsewhere in the Appendix — but it is not the case that the less strategically empathetic American respondents in the left-hand half of that panel behave more like their Chinese counterparts, given that the effect of perspective-taking amongst Chinese respondents in a similar condition is negative. Thus, although there are compositional differences between the samples, they cannot explain the divergent results we see here.

5.2 Relational differences

We then turn to testing for relational differences between the two samples: asymmetries in the images citizens in each country have about the other. The central insight of image theory in IR is
that, as is the case with stereotypes more generally, the perceptions actors have of other countries in international politics tend to be structured along a small number of dimensions (Herrmann, 2013; Fiske et al., 2002). These “combinatorial constructs” matter, because the images actors have of others correspond with specific strategic scripts (Herrmann and Fischerkeller, 1995; Castano, Bonacossa and Gries, 2016). Thus, differences in how Chinese and American respondents conceive of the relationship between the two countries — whether for geopolitical geopolitical reasons such as the balance of power, or ideational constructivist ones such as pre-existing socialization into national narratives (perhaps, for example, Chinese respondents subscribe to Occidentalist discourses about American hegemony, resenting the United States and perceiving it to be a bully as a result of its behavior during the “Century of Humiliation”, consistent with the repeated invocation of bullying language in the open-ended responses) — could lead to divergent policy preferences as well (Gries, 2001, 2006).

In the most prominent version of image theory in IR, actors’ perceptions of other countries are understood as being structured along three dimensions: the degree of perceived threat or opportunity, relative capabilities, and cultural status (Herrmann and Fischerkeller, 1995). Given controversies about the role of the cultural status dimension (stereotype content models, for example, are typically two-dimensional - see Herrmann, 2013), we focus on two of these here. First, we asked our respondents two items getting at perceptions of threat or opportunity: is the other actor a crucial partner for cooperation? Or, a dissatisfied power with expansionist ambitions? To this end, respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they agree with the statements “[China/the United States] is China’s most important partner", and “[China/the United States] wants to dominate the world." Second, we asked our respondent an item soliciting their perception of the balance of power between the two countries, asking them the extent to which they agree with the proposition that “With regard to global power, China has closed the gap with the United States”. All three Likert responses are scaled such that higher values indicate stronger agreement. These image theory items are conceptually related to the stereotype content and preexisting perceptions of bilateral relations items Jing et al. (2017) find exert important influences in their preemptive strike lab experiments among American and Chinese respondents.3

---

3The pre-existing perceptions of bilateral relations that Jing et al. (2017) include, for example, include items measuring the extent to which respondents in each country perceive the bilateral relationship to be competitive or cooperative; similarly, their national stereotype measures of warmth and competence map onto perceived threat, and relative capabilities, as Herrmann (2013) notes.
In addition to these image theory measures, we also use our attribution measures (described in detail in the main text) as a different way of operationalizing how respondents think about the relationship between the two countries, focusing in particular on how offensively motivated respondents perceive escalation by the other side to be, and the asymmetry in attribution offered between the other side’s escalation and your own side’s escalation. These items less strictly capture relational differences than the image theory items, since they focus on how respondents understand the relationship in the specific context of escalation in the South China Sea, rather than as a more general construct. Nonetheless, they are still valuable in as much divergences in how the two sides interpret each other’s behavior in the region provides insight into their divergent responses to the perspective-taking treatment in the main experiment.

As before, our empirical strategy here has two steps. First, is there an asymmetry in how respondents from the two samples perceive of their countries’ relationship? Second, does variation in the images perceived by each side shape how they respond to the perspective-taking treatment? Figure 5 presents the results of this first step, with panel a depicting the distributions of image scores across two the samples. The first panel shows that both populations perceive each other as a relatively important partner, but that there are asymmetries in perceptions of interdependence: Chinese respondents are significantly more likely to see the US as China’s most important partner than vice versa ($W = 958910, p < 0.000$). The second panel displays an even more striking gap in the extent to which respondents perceive the other side as being driven by negative, expansionist ambitions, with Chinese respondents being significantly more likely to perceive the United States as harboring threatening intentions than Americans do so with China ($W = 827560, p < 0.000$). A similarly stark difference is shown in the third panel: American respondents are much more likely to perceive China as having caught up to the United States in terms of global power than Chinese respondents do ($W = 1604200, p < 0.000$). Thus, consistent with Jing et al. (2017), respondents in each country not only perceive each other very differently, but also perceive the nature of their relationship in different ways.

Panel b turns to the attribution measures. Here, the items are scaled such that higher values indicates a more hostile interpretation of the other side’s motives, in either absolute (the first panel) or relative terms (the second panel). As is evident in the attribution analysis in the main text, and presented graphically in the first panel here, there are significant differences in the interpretation Chinese and American respondents have for each other’s escalation in the South China Sea: American
Figure 5: Relational differences across samples

(a) Image of the other side

(b) Attributions for escalation

Note: US sample in blue, Chinese sample in red. The mean of each distribution is represented by a vertical line.
respondents are less likely to perceive Chinese escalation as offensively-motivated than Chinese respondents are with American escalation ($W = 689340, p < 0.000$): for American respondents, the modal response is the scale midpoint, while for Chinese respondents, the modal response is the scale maximum. As we suggest in the next section, these divergent attributions are likely due to the nature of the dispute, and its geographic proximity to China. The second panel shifts from absolute to relative attributions, depicting the distribution of respondent-level differences in attributions for the other side escalating versus their own side escalating. Positive values indicate an attribution asymmetry in which the other side’s behavior is seen as more offensively-motivated than when the same action is carried out by the other side, while negative values indicate an attribution asymmetry in which the other side’s behavior is seen as more defensively-motivated than when the action is carried out by your own side. As noted in the main text, Chinese respondents display a significantly larger attribution asymmetry ($t = -21.76, p < 0.000$): compared to American respondents, they perceive the other side’s behavior as much more offensively-motivated than they perceive their own.

Thus, there are clear asymmetries in how respondents from each country perceive one another, and the nature of their relationship. The question is whether these asymmetries can help explain the asymmetrical responses our respondents display to the perspective-taking treatment. As before, we test this possibility by estimating the marginal effect of the perspective-taking treatment conditional on each relational variable, using 5-fold least-squares cross-validation to flexibly estimate the functional form of the interaction.

Figure 6 presents the marginal effects for the image variables. Panel a) suggests relatively little evidence of a significant interaction effect (though it appears that Chinese respondents who perceive the US as a more important partner are more likely to de-escalate in the face of American escalation when presented with the perspective-taking treatment), and Chinese respondents who perceive the US to be a less important partner do not respond to the treatment more similarly to American respondents. The second panel shows that Chinese respondents who perceive US intentions as less threatening are more likely to de-escalate in the face of US escalation; panel c) finds no evidence of significant interaction effects regardless of how respondents assess the balance of capabilities. In both panels, then, there is little evidence that heterogeneous images account for the pattern of results we see across the two countries. These findings are important: even though Chinese and American respondents have very different pre-existing attitudes about one another’s countries and the nature of their relationship more generally, these perceptions also vary within each sample, and variations in
Figure 6: Heterogeneous treatment effects across image variables

(a) Image of other: opportunity

(b) Image of other: negative intentions

(c) Image of other: equal capabilities

Note: each panel displays the marginal effect of the perspective-taking treatment across a different relational variable, estimated using a kernel estimation procedure with 5-fold least-squares cross-validation using the `interflex` package in R to avoid making assumptions about the functional form of the interactive effect.
Figure 7: Heterogeneous treatment effects across attribution variables

(a) Attribution for other side’s escalation

(b) Attribution asymmetry for escalation

Note: each panel displays the marginal effect of the perspective-taking treatment across a different relational variable, estimated using a kernel estimation procedure with 5-fold least-squares cross-validation using the `interflex` package in R to avoid making assumptions about the functional form of the interactive effect.

these perceptions within each sample do not moderate the effects of the perspective-taking treatment.

Figure 7 turns to the marginal effects for the attribution variables. While panel a) suggests relatively little evidence of heterogeneous treatment effects, panel b) displays some more striking results. US respondents who perceive positive attribution asymmetries — that is, who perceive Chinese escalation as relatively more offensively-motivated — are less likely to reciprocate Chinese de-escalation, making their behavior more like the Chinese respondents. Similarly, Chinese respondents who display lower attribution asymmetry (making them more similar to US respondents) no longer display a significant perspective taking effect (another pattern more similar to US respondents), although caution must be taken in overinterpreting the result given the skewed distribution of attribution asymmetry among Chinese respondents. Nonetheless, compared to all of the compositional and all other relational tests, there is some evidence that variation in the relative degree of offensive motivations attributed to the other side for escalating contributes to some of the divergent responses we see in the experiment. Since, as noted above, these attribution measures focus on escalation attributions in the context of the South China Sea specifically, this suggests there is something about the nature of the situation itself, which we turn to next.
5.3 Situational differences

We thus turn to potential situational differences. Chinese and U.S. respondents may respond to perspective-taking differently because they each view and value the South China Sea differently. On the one hand, among Americans, the South China Sea is a distant area that is not of great importance to the United States. Importantly, Americans do not have any perceived ownership over the South China Sea. This strategic view was emphasized by one of the U.S. respondents, who noted “It isn’t our area to dictate to the world who should or shouldn’t have jurisdiction there.” On the other hand, among the Chinese, it is popularly perceived that China has a rightful claim over the South China Sea – a perception that is constantly reinforced by the government-controlled media. As our Chinese respondents reiterated: “China takes a strong stand and attaches great importance to the South China Sea issue” and “China’s claim to the South China Sea is consistent and China will uphold sovereignty by all means.” Another put it vividly: “China and the United States are located on two sides of the planet. On what grounds does the United States have to come all the way over and intervene in our territory?”

The perceived stakes in the dispute are thus notably different for Americans and the Chinese. Since Americans do not view the South China Sea as part of the United States, and there is no interest to take the territory even if the United States were capable to do so, our American respondents viewed the strategic goal primarily as maintaining the status quo. As one respondent put it, “I would not want the U.S. to appear to be an aggressor, however the U.S. should send a signal that we are watching and will not stand by if China makes a very aggressive move.” Another was more direct, simply commenting “Keep the status quo.” If the U.S. public responds based on this worldview, and we expect perspective-taking to strengthen reliance on prior beliefs, then in line with deterrence and status quo maintenance, we should expect perspective-taking to strengthen beliefs that China is cooperative (or not) in terms of maintaining the status quo, depending on China’s action in the experimental scenario. In other words, if Americans see China de-escalating, they would infer China is willing to cooperate and would therefore support U.S. de-escalation to maintain the status quo; if Americans see China escalating, they would infer China is uncooperative and would therefore support escalation to deter China from changing the status quo.

To the Chinese, the South China Sea is part of China’s territory, and it is a rightful ownership claim that should be materialized. However, the Chinese also hope to avoid a costly conflict with

\[4\] See, e.g. Gao Jun, “Ting, Nanhai zhi ming” [Listen, the Name of the South China Sea], *Renmin Ribao* [People’s
the United States. The Chinese public is generally well aware that the United States is militarily stronger, and is rightly concerned about U.S. potential reactions if China attempts to revise the status quo. If the Chinese public responds based on this worldview, we should expect perspective-taking to strengthen beliefs that the United States is resolved (or not) in defending the status quo, depending on the U.S. action in the experimental scenario. U.S. escalation would be seen as a sign of strength, deterring the Chinese public from supporting escalation and risking a direct conflict with the United States, whereas de-escalation would be seen by the Chinese as a sign of weakness, which allows them to defend their rightful claim to the islands. As a Chinese respondent wrote: “The fact that the United States decided to withdraw from the South China Sea issue shows that our country has really become powerful. The United States is no longer the hegemonic power that can intervene with any country and any affair in the world, by whatever measures they want to take! I am really proud to be born as a Chinese!” Other respondents expressed similar views, pointing out that the United States “is not as powerful as before in dealing with China”; that the United States “pays much more attention to China’s military strength. China’s comprehensive national power keeps rising, and its international status is becoming more and more important”; and that the United States “is a country that is outside the region, it should not get involved in here at the first place. Therefore, its withdrawal is normal and wise.” Another respondent put it colorfully: “China is no longer the “Sleeping Lion”, the “Dragon of the East” has begun to take off! The Americans . . . have to acknowledge the undeniable fact that they are no longer the hegemon who can claim they are doing the “right thing” even if they are wrong.”

These survey responses corroborate with our interviews with native Chinese observers, one of whom highlighted that the traditional Chinese military/war strategy is “敌退我进; 敌进我退”, or “advance when the enemy retreats; retreat when the enemy advances.” This pragmatic principle of taking actions based on estimation of the relative strengths of the two conflicting sides is reflected in the writings of the Chinese military strategist, Sunzi. Thus, “the Chinese tend to see U.S. de-

---


escalation as a sign of its weakness; and U.S. escalation, a sign of strength and confidence. Another
observer reiterated that the Chinese public perspective on the conflict is influenced by “the official
interpretation of the history since 1840” and “typical slogans” that include “落后就要挨打” (we
are bullied if we are weak) and “弱肉強食” (the weak are the prey of the strong). “The majority
still regards the United States as the strongest power. Thus, the United States can do whatever it
wants . . . without constraint.” At the same time, “many people do not see the United States as a
legitimate player in the game: we are defending the legitimate sovereignty rights over the islands, so
we are purely defensive and not a threat to the region; the United States does not have territorial
disputes in the [South China Sea], so it has no intrinsic interests; we will not invade the Philippines
so the argument about defending U.S. ally is nonsense . . . the only reason for the United States to
stay in the region and the dispute, in particular, is to contain China.” In the end, “China’s stake is
high in the South China Sea, so it will incentivize [the Chinese] to pursue a decisive victory.”
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